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Bringing up the rear are the forces
of General R&bajo, while off toward
'the northwest near Sierra Mojadu
General Trucy Aubent, with 4,000
men. threatens to come due east to
Escalon to flank the main body of
the Itisurrectos under Orozco. The
federal forces now number nearly 10,-
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With reserves, it is estimated that
are
altogether about 18,000 men
spread over the desert within a ra
dius of 75 miles. The moon lltamMk
ated the region most of the night
and government trooi crept cauti
onsly northward. Shortage of watei
and food, and general unsanitary con- ditioub are having effect on both ar
mies.
Fever among the soldiers is
prevalent.
The maneuvers of the last 24 hours
indicate that General Salazar the rebel officer next in command to Orozco,
was driven back and closely pushed
AND
CLUBS
by General Aubert all of the way STONES
from Cuatro Cienegas to Sierra
Salazar fled back to Orozco's THE STRIKING MINERS IN
base at Escalon, and it was reported
SYLVANIA
FIELDS
ARE
at the federal camp that he was
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Refugees in San Diego
San

Diego,

Calif..

May

ll.Six

American refugees arrived In San
Cruz
XMo tin morning from Salina
freighter
American-Hawaiiaon
conditions
Virginian. They said that
were
of
Tehuantepec
on the Isthmus
returned to
had
that
they
and
quiet
the United States to avoid trouble
that might be pending in southern

te

Mexico.

n
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The headquarters of Company
be
Twelfth Infantry, U. S. A., will
southmiles
55
to
Campo,
removed
east of this city, from Tia Juana,
DieCalifornia, 15 miles south of San
tomade
are
being
Arrangements
go.
the
and
troops
day for transportation
probably will leave Monday.

Fighting is Resumed
beEl Paso, May 11. Fighting
armies
rebel
and
tween the federal
was resumed late yesrterday afternoon
to
according to telegrams recoived diwas
Orozco
Pascual
General
day.
recting the rebel forces in person
from Yermo, 14 miles north of Conloejos, where his advance guard is
of
Peronal,
north
miles
28
cated, and
federheadquarters of the advancing
als.
General Inez Salazar, who vas de
feated by General Trucy Aubert at
Carman, rejoined the main lebel army
at Conejos last nigbit. General Orozco issued orders that correspondents
with the rebel army should not go
south of Escalon and indications are
that all news is being censored sharply.

It appears certain thai tne rebels
have been driven north as some days
ago they claimed to have occupied
Peronal,. where the federals now are
maintaining headquarters, Tns'.ead of
s
being on the defensive. tlw govern-menfphave, within the last 24
the attack vigorously,
forcing the rebels nonthward nearly 20
miles to Conejos, about 200 :niles
and
south of Chihuahua. Peronal
other towns occupied by the liberal
forces within the week have been
evacuated.
These facts became known early today when a telegraphic interview was
arranged betwen General Joajuln
of
Tellez at the slt&ff headquarter
the troops north of Bermejillo and an
Associated
Press
respresentative
here. It was learned that since early yesterday when communication was
established with the headquarters of
General Vidtoriarib Huerta, the fedthe latter
eral commander-in-chief- ,
had advanced nearly 30 miles. Hjer-ta- .
at daybreak today was near Peronal and his outposts were pitched
northward toward Conejos.
hou-stpushe-

PENNRE-

SORTING TO VIOLENCE

General Huerta, the federal chief,
reached the front last night, near Peronal, ut his camp could
not be
reached by wire. General Tellez was
last in touch with him at midnight.
"The enemy are exhausted and
hungry," said General Tellez over the
wire from the box car telegraph office in his camp early today. "They
intended first to get behind us, going
east to Cuatro Cienegas, but the op
portune arrival of my brave comrade.
General Trucy Aubert.
intercepted
them, causing a loss of more than one
hundred dead. They were muted
shamefully, and still are being pur
sued.

'The enemy likewise were beaten
on the same
day. We found many of their dead
and wounded as we advanced todav
They left behind many horses and In
their flight abandoned much ammuni
tion. We loBt about ten or 12 killed
and a few wounded. Our Intention is
to press northward. Our troops are
full of spirit, and their eauiDment
could not bo better.
We have 8fi
Pieces of heavy artillery, beside mam
machine guns and ammunition thai
would last for months."

at Zaragoza and Lahuillo

Americans Not Prosecuted
Oananea, Sonora, May 11. Dr. L. D.
Ricketts, manager of the Cananea
Consolidated Copper company, deplor
ed talk of intervention today, aiid
said that foreigners in Mexico, espe
dally Americans, had been treated
with fairness said consideration.
"All the evidence," said Dr. Rick
etts, "tends to show that mining oper
ations have been interfered with only where a state of war exists. Where
conditions f war prevail, not only
nrining, but all other business naturally Is hampered. Tint there has
been no persecution."

Scranton, Pa., May 11. A riotous
demonstration made by foreigners at
Olyphant colliery No. 1, Delaware and
Hudson company, today resulted In
the killing of George Robersky, a 14
year-olboy, by ithe state troopers.
a
The troopers were riding down
crowd of rioters who were desperate
in their manner, displaying firearms
and hurling stones and clubs at the
d

state

police.

The boy was standing In the front
yard of his home, the mob nearby
defiantly daring the troopers to come
on. The mounted police moved for
ward just as a volley of stones struck
them. Several pistol shots were fired by the crowd. The troopers had
their guns ready and were ordered to
shoot. The iiolice were ordered to
fire low and the bullet that hit the
boy was not intended for him. It
passed through his body over the
heart.
The shooting for a time cowed tho
rioters, but they gathered ii greater
force as news of the boys' death
spread. The police, however, appear
to have the situation well in hand.
More
troopers from the l'eckville
station and from Wyoming Barracks
arrived at. Olyphant shortly alter the
shooting.
There was no trouble today at the
Cayuga breaker in North Scranton
where yesterday's disturbancB occurred and several men were wounded.
State, local and railroad police still
are on (he ground.
Leaders of the
United Mine Workers are endeavoring
to keep the foreign speaking miners
throughout the region from gathering
in crowds about the mines.

Another Strike
London.

CALLAHAN WILL Dili
Jackson, Ky., May 11. Aroused by
the desperate condition of Ed Callahan, shot from ambush a week ago
today, clansmen of the famous feudist are gathering today at his home
in Crocketitsville.
Callahan Is sinking

fast.

CONTRADICTS

SELF

IN TESTIMONY
FORMER
PARTNER
OF JUDGE
ARCHBALD MAKES A POOR

WITNESS.
Washington, May 11. Edward J.
Williams, testifying today in the hearing of charges against Judge Robert
'W. Archbald, entagled himself in a
statements.
maze of contradictory
Williams, who was a partner with
Judge Archbald in an alleged effort
to procure culm bank property ' from
the Erie railroad, was particularly
confused about an assignment contract executed last September with
W. P. Boland of Scranton in which
Judge Archbald was referred to as a
"silent party."
First denying that he ever signed
such a contract, then admitting that
he did, but asserting a copy of the
contract before the committee was
not the one he signed, and finally declaring he had not good recollection
about it, Williams was bombarded by
himself
questions. He contradieted
repeatedly.

in

VIOE

Britain

May H. The recently
minimum wage law for miners
has broken down and Great Britain
Is threatened with another great crisis in the coal trade.
Indications
point either to a stampede in favor
of repudiating the act or a split iu
the miners' federation.
As before, South
Wales is the
storm center, the colliery laborers
there objecting to the decisions of
Lord St. Aldwyn, chairman of the local wages board, which gives less
than the five shillings a day which the
men expected to obtain under the
new act,
At a conference today at Cardiff of
the South Wales miners' federation,
it was decided not to participate further in the work of the district wages board until the whole s'luation has
been reviewed. A national conference
1ms been called to meet in London
next week.
G. B. Stanton, the socialist leader
who took a prominent part in (he
recent strike, again heads the revolt.
Stanton threatens to bring ut all
the transport workers in support of
the miners if it comes to a strike.
Corporal George Dace, in charge of
the state troopers, was placed under
arrest in connection with the shooting
of the boy. He was taken
to the
state police barracks at Wyoming,
where bail was arranged for him.
All the special policemen of the
Delaware and Hudson company were
hurried to Olyphant during the mornate troopers In
ing to assist the
maintaining order. The policemen
formed a line around the breaker and
warned the men not to attempt to
cross It.

RAIN SPO.LS DERBY
COUNTER CLAIM
Louisville, May 11. Hard rains dur- COLONEL'S
ing the morning which served temporarily to discourage those planning to HIS SUPPORTERS ASSERT HE
attend today's Kentucky dery at
HAS 319 WHILE PRESIDENT
Churchill Downs, gave way in the afHAS ONLY 143 VOTES.
conternoon to a warm sunshine and
ditions at the course were materially
improved.
Washington, May 11. The make-u- p
Rain hag eliminated any chance to of the
republican national convenlower the track record of Meridian for tion, so far as the
original selection
the mile and a quarter, 2:05, which of delegates can determine
it, will
was made last year. The withdrawal be
settled with in a week,
practically
of the Manager, one of the favorites,
including eight to be chosen today
on account of the heavy mud, also at
district conventions in Texas and
served to dertact from Interest in the Arizona, more
than 200 delegates are
event. Indications were that the der- to be
selected in tfie eight days endby could not be run before 5 o'clock.
ing next Saturday. About 100 will
then remain to be chosen, including
COAL TRUST SUED
4S from Ohio and 24 from New Jerset
Denver, May 11. Seeking
sey.
aside patents to 3,000 acres of coal
The widely divergent claims of the
lands in the southern part of thr.
Taft and Roosevelt managers make it
state, the government today began
suit in the federal court here against apparent that a determination of the
actual control of the convention 1
tthe Colorado Fuel and Iron company
Tbe government alleges the company immipossible in advance of the meetrendered false testimony in obtaining ing of the republican national comthe patents under the timber
and mittee June ti. The committee wit'
stone act, which makes no provision take up at that time contests Involv
Ing the seats of at least 164 delegates
for coal lands.
and it is not unlikely that additional
contests will be announced by the
time the committee begins work.
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CONGRESS.

Washington, May 11. Senate: Met
at noon.
Considered miacellaneouis
legisla
tion.
Secretary Nagel reported investigation of Lawrence strike would b
completed and submitted within he
next fortnight.
Majority and minority members of
Lorimer committee agreed to file
both reports on investigation May 20,
and agreed thait a vote on the case
be taken at this session of congress
House: Met at noon.
Considered private claims bill .
Judiciary committee continued its
investigation of charges against Com
merce Court Judge Arohbald.

d

METHODISTS PREPARE
TO ARGUE DISPUTES
THE REPORTING

OF COMMITTEES
AT GENERAL CONFERENCE
CAUSES WRANGLES.

Minneapolis, May 11. Members of
the general conference of the Metho
dist Episcopal church in session are
prepared for debate at practically every business meeting of the body
as the result of the beginning yesterday of the reading of the reports ot
such committees as may be ready to
report each morning.
Considerable
committee routine
business was passed through yesterday but it Is the reports of the episcopacy committee and the committee ot, the state of the churchthal
has to deal with the amusement question, which are awaited eagerly uy
the delegates. The former organlza
tion is holding night sessions In an
attempt to decide the number of bishops to retire and the number which
will be elected.
The amusement question still .8
hung up in the committee although a
subcommittee yesterday
to
voted
strike out the paragraph of the dls
cipline. This committee prohaiil;
will not report before Tuesday, bo
tee of the state of the church tlpit
the report of the episcopacy committee Is expected either today or Al
The night session of the confer-o- f
the bishops from South America,
Mexico and Southern Asia.
on-da-
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Roosevelt to Go to Ohio.
New York, May 11. Commenting
today on the resolution of Represen-

NIGHT OF TERROR

tative Clayton, which proposes to tlx
the presidential term at six years and
limit each president to one term,
Theodore Roosevelt said:
"I have been asked to commit myself on every sort of tomfool proposition and I suppose this is one of
them."
The colonel will leave New York hEAVY RAINS FALL THROUGH-OUfor Ohio Monday and on Tuesday will
THE MISSISSIPPI
speak at Canton. Night meetings have
VALLEY.
been arranged for Dayton, Columbus
and Cleveland.
He Baid it would be necessary for THE PEOPLE FLY TO SAFETY
him to remain in Ohio over Sunday.
He will stay at the borne of James
FRAME HOUSES ARE ABANDON-

FOR THE RIVER

DWELLERS

R. Garfield

at

Mentor.

ED AND REFUGE

S

FLY

I

CITY EDITION.

NEXT WEEK WILL

San

'HI H

Poverty 1 no crime
but its sentence
is labor.

MAY 11, 1912.

AND KILL

wounded.

Texas. May
president
Vaajufii Gomez, provisional
or
"beat
has
Mexico,
of
and is
out of Juarez during the night
Gomez
Antonio.
San
to
route
en
now
Juaset up his provisional capital iu
response
in
today,
rez a week ago
Pascual
to an invitation of General
Chihuahua."
to
Orozco to "come
as
Orozco repudiated him, however,
dick
after
provisional president, and,
threw
ering for a week, Gomez finally
left. Orozco says
and
sponge
the
up
come and
he only invited Gomez to
a
oonsult with him, not ito set up
claimGomez
provisional government.
that
ed that the same rebel junta
take
to
him
created Orozco, asked
Gomez
the provisional presidency.
but
left Juarez at 2 o'clock last nighrt,
until
secret
a
was
kept
his absence
this afternoon.
m

SATURDAY,

A PECULIAR WIFE
Francisco, May 11. Harry
Pratt, was granted a divorce here
yesterday because his wife had a
habit of trying to commit suicide.
A
"Upon the slightest provocation,"
explained Pratt, "my wife would attempt to cut her throat, slash her
wrists or take poison. She made ino
a nervous wreck."
It was shown during the hearing
WILL KNOW
THE
THE YOUTH WAS WATCHING THE that Pratt was in the habit of spend- POLITICIANS
MAKE-Uing many evenings in reading newsOF THE REPUBLISOLDIERS
ENDEAVORING TO
papers.
CAN CONVENTION.
QUELL A RIOT
"Don't you think it would be much
better to read aloud?" asked the
STANDING IN HIS DOORYARD court. "Too many men are in ithe TAFT CLAIMS THE VICTORY
habit of burying their faces in news-- '
papers hour after hour. Wives in
OFFICERS COMMANDED MEN TO these days of suffrage are just as HIS MANAGERS CREDIT HIM WITH
FIRE LOW, HOPING TO CAUSE
483 DELEGATES TO ROOSE-VELT'anxious to know what is in the newsNO FATALITIES
papers as their husbands are.'
237.

Mo-jad-

THEY ARE COMPELLED
VANCING army of
TO RETREAT

't

Texas Is Divided.
Dallas, Texas, May 11. The Sixtli,

IN

18 TAKEN

OTHER STRUCTURES.

Seventh and Tenth congressional disNEWORLEANSGETS DRENCHING
trict republican
conventions, ro
choose two delegates each to the
convention, are in progress to- THE RAINFALL IN THAT CITY
day. The unofficial returns showed
MEASURES SIX INCHES IN
the following line-up- ;
ONE HOUR.
Sixth For Taft a
votes; for
Roosevelt
contested 2.
New Orleans, La., May 11. Dawn
Seventh For Taft 1 vote; lor
Roosevelt 3; contested 1; unreport today brought relief and hope to thoued 1.
sands of people and ended a ni&ht of
Tenth For Taft 4 votes; for excitement and terror for those livRoosevelt 1; uninstructea 1; no con
ing in upstate towns and villages bevention 1; unreported. 1.
hind
levees considered none too safe
The other 13 republican convenbecause of the terrific rainstorms
tions will be held next week.
that swept down the Mississippi river
Row In Washington Convention.
from the northern portion of LouisiTacoma, Wash.., May 11 Declaring
ana to the gulf. The deluge was acthemselves to be victims of gag rule,
about 150 delegates to the republi- companied by hail and lightning, and
can county convention, bolted and a near hurricane that dashed river
held another convention here today. water over levees In cascades from
temThis followed a disagreement of tne Baton Rouge south, tearing away
constructearthworks
recently
Taft supporters with County Chair- porary
ed.
man Guy E. Kelly.
From scores of towns belated telethe
Torger Peterson presented
name of Judge Shackleford for tem- grams tell of conditions almost borChairman Kelly dering on panic where hundreds of
porary chairman.
asked what precinct he represented, frightened people left frame dwellings
and Peterson was unable to say. Kel- and sought safety In brick and stone
ly ruled that Shackleford could not buildings.
be a candidate because he was not a
Many places reported as much as
delegate to the convention. .Lorenzo six Inches of rain within about four
delegates to' Chicago had oeen chos Dow then was elected.
hours, ending at 10 o clock last night
en, according to Roosevelt estimates
The Taft supporters, declaring they and flooding towns and villages. At
while the Taft forces record 20 less were being mistreated, organized a dozens of points up and down the rivThe difference arose oyer MarylaL separate convention and named P. C. er where levees were thought weakwhere
the Taft managers declare Sullivan chairman and F. J. Maxwell ening, hundreds of citizens, worked
the control of 16 delegates will not be secretary. They then named a com beside gangs of convicts all night
cleared until the state
convention mittee to select 61 delegates to the long in the driving rains, digging mud
next Tuesday, and in Kansas, where state convention at Sheridan next and piling sand bags on levee tops to
the Roosevelt records show 14 have week.
keep back the torrential water from
been chosen and the Taft records, 30.
A few of the Taft men stayed with the north. At New Orleans the wind
Representative McKinley, head of the main convention. The Roosevelt backed up the water until the gauge
the Taft campaign, claimed 483 dele- men elected their 61 delegates and al- at 10 o'clock registered 21.9 feet. Water was blown over the levees here at
gates for the president and conceded ternates to the state convention.
237 to Colonel
Roosevelt. Senator
many places. At the Southern Pacific transfer ferry, the water literally
RooseDixon, manager for Colonel
To Act on 200 Contests.
velt, claimed 319 for Roosevelt and
Chicago, May 11. Preparations for poured over the lines of sand bags
conceded 143 to Taft. The Roosevelt the sessions of the republican nation placed about the ferry house by the
managers contend that 114 delegates al committee which will begin the railroad people. Emergency gangs
are uninstructed, including 88 from hearing of contests here June 6, were stopped the overflow after half an
New York, and that 164 are contest- made today by Assistant Secretary A. hour's work.
ed. Both campaign committees,
in R. Smith of New York and Chief
The city streets were turned Into
their tables, give Senator La Follette Clerk L. G. Hechinger of New Jer- torrents, the water In several In36 delegates and Senator Cummins 10. sey.
Secretary William Hayward of stances flooding business houses to
Preparations for the two weeks' New York will arrive next Monday the depth of four inches, filling basebattle at Chicago over the seating of
ment and manholes.
contested delegations, are being com
(Continued on Page Five)
in the 25 minutes ending at 9
pleted rapidly by the attorneys forj
o'clock last night, 1.7 Inches of rain
both factions. While but few confell. In the residence district the
tests have been filed thus far with
water was overflowing the sidewalks
DISCOVERY
WONDERFUL
the national committee, the manaHundreds were
tby several inches.
gers and their attorneys will be ready
unable to
the
in
downpour,
caught
with all of the cases by May 29, the MADE DY AN ENGINEER
get to their homes because of the
date on which the papers must be
crippled car service. Scores of well
before the committee.
dressed men on Canal street took off
BY
TRANSMITTED
The delegations Instructed for Taft ELECTRICITY
their water-logge- d
shoes, slung them
WIRELESS INCREASE WITH
whose seats will be contested, acover their shoulders, rolled up their
DISTANCE.
cording to the latest statement from
trousers to their knuees and waded
Senator Dixen, are as follows:
home.
t
Wy-atBuffalo, N. Y., May 11. Frank
Alabama 20; Arkansas 8; District
An inferno of the elements gripped
Prentice, a Toronto electrical
of Columbia 2; Florida 12; Georgia
the
city for hours last night. Rains
in an address fast night before
26; Indiana 12; Kentucky 16; LouisiIn
fell
sheets, the wind ble a gale,
ana 20; Michigan 2; Missouri 2; the Central Railway club here, gave
hail added to the terror, the rivet
which
some
of
details
experiments
South Carolina 4; Tennessee 14; Viracross the
he declared demonstrates conclusive- rose by leaps and lapped
ginia 22.
and over it all there was a
levees,
for
transmitted
that
electricity,
The 200 delegates to be selected in ly
continuous display Qf lightning and
the coming week include 26 in Tex- power or commercial purposes by
thunder.
roaring
in velocity
as, 26 in California, 24 In Minnesota, wireless really increases
were flooded to a depth of
Streets
from
it
the
farther
and
goes
power
14 in Washington, 22 in North Caroto 15 inches. People in
from
three
of
the
origin.
scatpoint
lina, 16 in West Virginia and
districts were maroondowntown
the
of
Discussing the commercial use
tering delegations in many othe!
ed for hours within the block upon
Mr.
Prentice
wireless
suggestpower
states.
ed that for automobiles and motor which they were caught by the cloudElectric light plants were
trucks, receiving harps be placed on burst.
Minnesota Favors Roosevelt
and
flooded
many parts of the city
wave
and
wires
installed
machine
the
Minneapolis, Minn., May 11. With
darkness.
in
were
but 32 delegates not reported of a at intervals along the roadway, ener
The same alarming conditions pretotal of 610, unofficial but revised re gy being drawn through the air to
the river. In
vailed up and down
turns from the Hennepin county presi operate the machines.
A flying) machine with a small fre- several towns people who have for
dential primary held last night show:
Roosevelt 352 delegates; Taft 110; quency motor could, according to days lived in fear of further disasLa Follette 61. Fifty-fivdelegates Mr. Prentice, fly at a height of 3,on trous breaks in the levees were panto
listed as "fusion" appeared on both feet and draw sufficient power from stricken. A force of men was put to
a wave wire along the ground. By a work today at the 2,000 foot Celeste
Roosevelt and La FolleWe tickets.
The official returns on the popular similar device It will be found pos- street wharf to stop an overflow
vote show: Roosevelt 7,337; Taft
sible, he believes to operate trains at caused by the rapid rise in the river
a great saving from present cost.
last night.
LaFollette 3,211.
eni-nee- r,

e
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MOTHER'S DAY TO
STRAY

TOPICS

FROM

LITTLE

New York. May 11 The great ball
room of the Waldorf-Astoriwhich
has seen a great many queer things
In its day, was the scene of a suffrage debate the other day under the
auspices of the national league for
the Civil Education of Women. Notwithstanding the fact that an admission fee of one dollar a person was
charged, the big room was fairly well
filled, showing that quite a number
of men and women are taking considerable interest in the suffrage question. It was not really a debate, but
various phases of woman's suffrage
were discussed in regular order by
advocates and by opponents of woman's suffrage. There was no Jury to
decide which side submitted the most
convincing arguments, thus leaving
It to each individual to form his or
her own opinion about that Some
hard slaps were dealth and returned
during; the discussion, but the great
problem was left unsolved.
In some respects the sulffrage parade was undoubtedly a success, but
unless the leaders of the movement
give up the Idea of confining the participants in future parades to some
nondescript, plain uniform, the enthusiasm for the movement will soon die
out. Uniformity of dress, even at parades only, does not appeal strongly
to the feminine taste and to insists
upon such a thing would surely kill
the suffrage propaganda in the bud.

OLD

NEW

YORK

BE OBSERVED
TOMORROW

of the congested districts of the East
side alone and visitors walking along
the streets In the Bowery aistrlc
are confused by the Babel of strange EVERY LOYAL SON WILL WEAR
A CARNATION IN HONOR OF
tongues which bewilders their
HIS MOTHER.
of
ear-Th-

cosmopolitan character
will be further emphasized oj
the planned selection of foreign
names for streets and parks. One ot
the small parks near Riverside Drive,
where a large number of Japanese
cherry trees have been planted, hat
been given a Japanese name and the
park commissioner of Queens
contemplates selecting Indian
names for the small parks which are
to be established in his borough in
the near future.
tin-cit-

8ATURDAY,

MAY 11, 1912.

Florists Should Help.
Miss Jarvis was in Chicago during
the winter now ending and talked on

Means journeys, long or short, for most of us.
Journeys of any kind necessitates

oe-in- g

Tomorrow la the day when men are
given an especial opportunity of displaying to the wortd their love for
their mothers. It will be observed
throughout the United States. Governor William C. McDonald has urged
all men in New Mexico to observe
the day, in a proclamation issued several days ago. On Mother's lay th
man who loves his mother is expect-eto wear a white carnation in his
If
button hole. If his mother be dead he
.
nTem-orycan
to
In
call her
mind
loving
New York's annals of crime have
BILLS INTRODUCED IN
If she be alive be can present
THE LEGISLATURE
recently been enriched by the record
a bouquet ot flowers or
of another daring robbery in which a her with
taxlcab figured prominently as a some other gift. If she be far away
means of escape. Two men engaged In another state he can write her a
Sana Fe, N. M., May 11. The fola taficab and ordered the chauffeur letter, conveying her his love.
lowing official business was transacted
to drive to a certain building on West
Story of Mother's Day.
by the state legislature:
Mother's Day broke out sporadical- yesterday
Twenty-sixt- h
street. Although the
The Senate
driver considered it rather unusual ly all over the United States in 1908.
Petitions wtre presented from Taos
that two men should wish to be taken Jt took florists by surprise, for none county, from Hartford, Conn., and
to that locality in the middle of the had heard of it before, and may peo- from California, against the Tripp
night, he did not suspect that a ple asked for information. But the prize fight bllL
crime was planned. He was ordered inquiries then received have been as
Committee Reports
to stop in front of a big business nothing compared to the questions
The committee on judiciary report
house, the men got out, entered the and suggestions that came in follow- ed Senate Bill No. 128, .to amend the
building and soon returned with two ing seasons, and especially this year, Compiled Laws of 1897, in tegard to
big leather bags apparently well lin- showing how the interest is growing. issuing saloon licenses in towns and
That first year, when the newspa- cities, with recommendation that it
ed. The two men took the bags with
undertook to trace the origin of pass. The committee reported a subpers
ordered
the
in
and
taxi
the
them
Mothers'
to
Williamsthem
take
to
Justice
Day and find what it all stitute for House Bill No. 130, an anti- chauffeur
Court
Erlanger
Supreme
was
a
about, It provided no easy task. white slave adt. It was ordered
made a unique ruling the other day burg, threatening him with
pistol
in settling an alimony dispute by re- and wing him to the utmost speed, The Federation of Women's clubs, printed.
Bills on Third Reading
fusing the wife's application for S25 somewhere on Eastern Parkwa the when appealed to at that time, disSenate Substitute for Senate Bill
a week and declaring that even the men ordered the chauffeur to stop claimed responsibility, but said, 'It's
defendant husband in a separation and to bring up his vehicle close to a fine idea." Officials of the Con- No. 90, prescribing qualifications for
suit "had the inalienable right to live. ' an automobile standing at the curb. gress of Mothers' replied, "We have appointive officers, was passed 17 to
The woman in the case demanded l! They transferred the bags to the lim- no record of Mothers' Day, but the L Evans voting no. The act requires
a week alimony, while the defendant ousine, jumped in and ordered the idea is good; we shall call attention residence of at least two years n
husband stated that he was earning chauffeur of the taxi, wno was clam- to it at our next annual meeting.' New Mexico before appointment, exeducaoring for his fare, to go about his Finally, the search for the founder of cepting, however, employes of
only $10 a week.
business, they drove away Into the the day led, through the city editor tional Institutions and those at presAt least one of the heroic meu who night with great speed. The fright of a Chicago daily, to Miss Anna Jar-vi- ent employed. The bill originally
residence of only one year, but
2301 North Twelfth street, Philawent down with the Titanic is to be ened taxi driver did not even have a
moved to amend, making It
Miera
who
some
confessed to having conchance to note the number of th delphia,
honored with a memorial of
and the amendment was
"two"
years
ceived
the
was
In
idea
It
formed
found
been
A
the
comto
has
machine.
desire
lMer
committee
other
kind.
to arrange plans for the collection that the men had broken into a fur- memorate the aniversary ot her moth- adopted.
It was not only the Senate Substitute for Senate Bill
of funds for a memorial to Jack Phil- rier's establishment on West Twenty-sixt- er's death.
Tivalof
of
some flowers on No. 117, the common drinking cup bill
of
had
it
furs
robbed
the
thought
and
wireless
the
laying
operator
lips,
of Pankey, was passed unanimously,
tanic, who bravely remained at his ued at many thousand dollars. The mother's grave, but it occured to her 18
voting, Miera making the motion
that
would
to
a
it
case
the
the
the
that
be
taxi
driver reported
beautiful tribute to
ship
post, although he knew
that
it be passed. The bill especially
was doomed and continued his efforts police, but so far no trace of the all mothers, the living as well as the
that pupils in public schools
provides
if
to obtain assistance, until the ship robbers or of their machine has been dead, their children, on a given dayJjsuld be provided with separte
would
to
in
heroic
down
a
found.
of
the
him
unite,
sank, carrying
simp'.cTrea.r!ns
white flowers. She wrote a letter drinking cyps.
death. What form the memorial will
Action on Senate Bill No. 12, relaACT QUICKLY
about it to a Philadelphia newspaper
take is as yet undecided, but there is
to the issuing of liquor licenses
tive
In
East
Has
Been Dangerous
early in 1908, and it was this that in
no doubt that the family of Phillips Delay
municipalities, on the
incorporated
Las
caused
for.
Vegas
Mothers' Day to break out in
will be adequately provided
was
deferred
until Monday.
calendar,
time.
Do the right thing at the right
spots all over the country.
the
Governor
Message
by
of
time
in
Act
danger.
quickly
No Special Flower Needed.
Another great naval mobilization,
A message from Governor McDonald
Backache is kidney danger.
Miss Jarvis
suggested the white announced that he had signed Senate
greater in every respect than the
act
Pills
Doan's Kidney
quickly.
i arnation
as the Mothers' Day flower
bagnificent fleet that was reviewed
Bill No. 112, appropriating $12,500 for
Plenty of evidence to prove this.
par excellence. "It's whiteness stands
by President Taft last summer, will
legislative
printing and supplies.
408
Grand Ave., East for purity; its form,
H. H. Closson,
take place in the Hudson river in
beauty; its fragBills Referred
take
N.
"I
Las
Mex.,
says:
Vegas,
rance, love: its wide field of growth,
August of this year. Every battleAmended
House Bill No. 116, the
as much pleasure In recommend charity; its lasting
qualities, faith- uniform child labor law, was referred
ship, both of the Atlantic and reserve just
1
as
Pills
Doan's Kidney
today
fulness all a true mother's attrib- to the committee on
fleets, will be included in the mobi ing
judiciary.
did when I gave a public statement utes," she wrote. But the
way the
lization, as well as all of the armoreil
House Bill No. 109, locating a state
1907.
in January,
sentiment appealed to the people was normal school alt Clovis, was referred
cruisers and scout cruisers then in in their praise
I had occasion to too
a
strong for the supply of white car- to the committee on public instituthe Atlantic waters. The battleships About year ago
use Doan's Kidney Pills, there being nations there were not
and armored cruisers alone represent
enough to go tions, after Doepp had made an effort
soreness across my kidneys and trou around and it was
suggested that to get the bil into the judiciary
nearly half a million tons of naval
ble from the kidney secretions. This "white flowers be worn for mothers
"because of some doubt of the
strength, and if the various torpedo
relieved me as promptly as
gone before, bright flowers for moth- legality of the bill." As the public
flotillas, naval auxiliaries, submarines remedy Years
before.
ago I began to suffer ers
and unprotected cruisers also are
living." This does not meet with Institutions committee already has
back and I attribut the
in
from
my
pains
of Miss Jarvis, who does two normal school
approval
brought to New York, there will be ed
the Clovis
the trouble to an injury. If I not like to have her Ideas tinkered bill was referred to .bills,
1L
three naval columns that will stretch;
worked hard or brought strain on the
from a point about off the Soldier)
House Substitute for House Bill No.
with, but it is the only way that the
muscles of my loins, my back pained
of Mothers Day can be 151, to amend chapter 136, of the thir- and Sailors' monument to Spuyten
development
and the least cold I caught continued. To
limit its observance
The combined fleets will ue severely In
Duyvil.
legislative assembly, relat
settled
my kidneys, aggravating
under the command of Rear Admiral
by the supply of white carnations ing to Hens for water rents, was re
I
tried
and
troubles.
lint
my
plasters
ferred to the committee on private
Hugo Osterhaus, commander in chief ments but my efforts for relief were would be the height of folly.
corporations.
of the Atlantic fleet, who will have
unavailing until I commenced using
House Joint Memorial No. 5, asking
under him at least five other rear ad Doan's
Kidney Pills, procured from
congress to create another federal cir
mirals exercising divisional com the Center Block
Pharmacy.
They
cuit, was refererd to the committee
mands. The spectacle will undoubt
proved beneficial from the first."
on Judiciary.
edly attract many thousands of visit
50
For sate by all dealers. Price
Senate Bill No. 50, providing for the
ore from all parts of the country.
cents. Foster-MllburBuffalo.
Co.,
full ."elf government of municipalities
New York, sole agents for the United
of more than 5,000 people, was referMusicians are not, as a rule, cred States.
Every woman's heart responds to red to the committee on
Judiciary.
ited with great nervous strength, but
a
of
baby's
Remember the name Doan's and the charm and sweetness
Two New Bills
evidently there are exceptions, even take no other.
voice, because nature Intended her for
Two new bills were introduced:
if the theory is correct that musicians
motherhood.
But even the loving
Bill No. 135, by Laughren, to
Senate
the
from
nature of a mother shrinks
and other artists are invariably de
KING'S DAUGHTERS AND SONS.
amend
section 2, chapter 117 of itbe
is
time
usually
a
such
ordeal
because
fective in what; is commonly ca'k--d
Louisville, Ky., April 11. A general
-danger. thirty-eightlegislative assembly, rebackbone." Albert De Brahms, an conference of the International Or- a period of suffering and
Women who use Mother's Friend are lating to the size of Incorporated
unusually talented and brilliant vio der of King's Daughters and Sons be saved much discomfort and suffering,
municipalities.
linist, who was the leader of the or gan In Louisville today, with head- and their systems, being thoroughly
No. 136, an act creating an artesian
chestra in one of the prominent cafes quarters at the new Henry Watter-so- prepared by this great remedy, are
well commission and defining the du
meet
the
to
hotel.
of this city and had considerable rep
Although the order has in a healthy condition
ties of the commission in respedt to
u tat ion as a solo violinist, surely dis been in existence for more than half time with the least possible suffering
Friend is the drilling of artesian wells on state
Mother's
and
danger.
played wonderful iself control ind a century this Is the first general recommended only for the relief and lands.
nerve. After having strangled his conference of world-wid- e
scope that comfort ot expectant mothers; it is in
Wanted to Know
wife with whom he had lived very it has ever held. The "ttendance In- no sense a remedy for various ills,
McCoy rose to declare that 42 days
unhappily and having devoted the cludes delegates from many parts of but its many years of success, and ago he had introduced Senate Joint
reday In encasing her body in plaster the United States and Canada and the thousands of endorsements
have used it Resolution No. 15, providing for a pop
parts, with a view of shipping it away some from Europe and other parts ceived from women who benefit to be ular vote on a
prohibition amendment
At the initial session are a guarantee of the
in a trunk, De Brahms led his orches of the world.
This remedy to (the constitution. It was referred
derived from its use.
tra in the evening and played several this morning Miss Kate Bond of New does not accomplish wonders but sim- to the committee on constitutional
solo numbers with the most exquisite York, president of the international ply assists nature to perfect its work. amendments
and had not been heard
touch and expression. A few hours organisation,
presided.
Greetings Mother's Friend allays nausea, pre- from since. He hoped that the reso
of
vents
caking
from Canada were presented by Miss
later he committed suicide.
lution would not die in committee
breasts, and 1 110111
Annie H. Brown, president of the Do the
:
without there being some good rea
m
ever
way
a
The cosmopolitan character of New minion organization. The sessions contributes
son for It. A report is desired, be It
to
York City is strikingly illustrated by will continue four days. Judge Julian strong,
healthy
favoraiile or unfavorable.
Petitions
Mother's Friend is sold
the polyglot composition of its popu- E. Mack, of the court of commerce, motherhood.
signed
by 25,000 people
have been
our free
for
Write
stores.
at
drug
lation.
More than twenty-fiv- e
Ian and a number of other persons of book for
presented asking for a favorable con
expectant mothers.
guages are spoken by the residents prominence will deliver addresses.
sideration of the resolution and that
BRAD FIELD REGULATOR CO., Atbsta. (U.
Uor-oug- h

VACATION

the subject gf assistance in pushing
the day. She is a deeply disappointed
lady. To her is due the credit for
a bright Ideaand In addition to the
happy thought she has contributed
largely of her time and money but
she complains that her thunder is
stolen by some while others are
commercializing the day. making
money from her time and expenditure, turning a deaf ear to suggestions of contributions to assist her m
further exploitation. She said tnat u
funds and assistance were not forthcoming she would be compelled to
cease her effort hut If the florists didn't stop jumping their prices for
Mothers' Day, Bhe said she would
send out one more recommendation,
substituting a button or a ribbon for
the flower as the emblem of the day.

TRUNKS, SUITCASES
and BAGS
When these are needed, you want the best in
quality and appearance and you want these
qualities at the lowest possible price.
With these thoughts in mind our line was selected to give you the

greatest possible value for your money.

We have an excellent variety of these lines and are able to supply
your needs with the

BEST QUALITIES at the LOWEST PRICES
TRUNKS AT $4. o TO $5.00 SUITCASES AT $1.35 TO $23.50
Laa Vopa'LoadinStoro

VICTOR
TALKING
MACHINES

NEWEST

&.o$e4um&l 6 Son
Established

South SidoPlflja.

1862

WHY

IT PAYS

VICTOR
RECORDS

TO BUY

ADVERTISED GOODS
Because the advertiser has done something to inspire confidence.
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his product, but has put his personality and reputation behind his
statements.
He can be trusted because his very business existence is at stake.
He believes in his goods to the extent of investing his capital, nor
only in making the goods right, but in advertising:, which
will not prove permanently profitable if he fails to make
good secure repeat orders.
The advertising is not only a protection to the trade name, but it
is the advertiser's guarantee of quality.
You are justified in being suspicious of unadvertised goods, because, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
money in telling others of their goodness.

It

Always Pays to Buy Advertised Goods
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Indicates apparently some public de
mand for the proposed legislation.
Barth had a grievance too, and in-cidenltally he told of a little dinner a:
the state penitentiary, at which the
members of the committees on public
institutions were the guests of honor
Barth has some important matters ii
the committee aforesaid, but when
ever he asks about them he is pleasantly and joking brushed aside as it
questions like prohibition, initiative
recall, are of no consejuence. Com
mittees were appointed to relieve (the
senate on some of the detail work but
if necessary, the senate should get
down itself to work, on these measures if the committee cannot cop
with them. He himself is a member
of the committee, and although he
had urged, It dally, no meeting ef
the committee has yet been called or
held. Around the banquet table behind the seclusion of prison walls, he
was informed that there was no intention of holding a meeting until
the first week of the legislative session next January. While this, perhaps, Is Intended as a joke, it has
been repealled so often and comes
from such various directions, that It
has become a serious
question.
Crompton, usually
a
and reserved, had
complaint, too. He has a measure
one particular bill upon whose passage he had set his heart, an act pro
viding for county high school. It had
slumbered In the committee on education, of which McCoy Is chairman,
for six weeks and no tidings have yet
reached the outside world of the disposition of Crampton's pet.

Holt poured oil on the troubled waters. He suggested pleasantly that a
motion in writing at the proper time,
to have a committee report, or to,
whisper a word politely in privte to
Ithe chairman of a committee, might
be more effective than a public scolding In achieving a desired result. The
committees and their members have
worked industriously on every important measure and because all of them
have not been reported out, tor good
reasons, perhaps. It not a just cause
for fault finding.
McCoy resented the imputation that
he was impolite in asking for the
whereabouts of his resolution, and
Holt smilingly replied that he had not
intended to accuse McCoy of impoliteness.
Barth rose to a question of personal
privilege, saying that It is Ithe only
thing behind which he can hide and
throw things but that he had manifested an unusual amount of
and then further elucidated
the pleasant incidents of the banjuet
at the penitentiary.
Miera rose in alarm and implored
the gentleman from Bernalillo to disclose no further the fact that the honorable senators had been behind prison walls. Thus, the polite banter kept
up, until committe meetings were announced, requests to be excused and
for pairs were made and adjournment
was taken until Monday, after Barth
and Mabry vainly sought to make i;
Tuesday.
fore-bearan-

atfer the iprellminaries had been tilsposed of. Eleven of the bills had

-

been reported from the committee on
judiciary, three from the committee
on ways and means, one from the
committee on railroads and one from
the committee on finance.
Representative Catron immediately
atfer the preliminaries, moved that
!the house adjourn to Monday after
noon at 3 o'clock out of resnect to the
memory of a former member, William
B. Martin. The motion
uria it
to 4.
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY

Take LAXATIVE
BROMO
Quinine
Tablets. Druggists refund money if
It fails to cure. E. W. GROVE'S si
nature li on eacu box. 25c.
There never was a time when people appreciated the real merits of
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy more
than now. This is shown by the increase in sales and voluntary testi
monials from persons who have been
cured by it If you or your children
are troubled with a cough or cold
give it a trial and become acquainted
wtih its good qualities. For sale by all

dealer.

E. McKeen,
1301
Cleveland
street, Wichita, Kansas, reports:
1
suffered from kidney troub1, had severe pams across my back, and was
all played out. I began taking Foley
Kidney Pilla and Boon there was a deHouse
The house had IE bills on the calen- cided improvement. Finally the pain
left entirely and I am fully cured of
dar and yet there was decided press- all
my kidney trouble." O. G. Shhae-fe- r,
ure in favor of adjournment
right
Red Cross Drug Co.
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MANY ENTRIES IN

FADS AND
FASHIONS
The pannier
York, May 11
and
arrived
has
promises to become
generally accepted at 'east for a
dressers
fashionable
while
by
world.
throughout the fathlon-riddeHowever, the advent of the pannier
has made not the least change in the
skirt proper. It is as narrow as ever,
game of the new spring frocks measuring less than two yards at the foot.
This tapering line from nip to ankle,
produced by pannier draper' over the
marrow petticoat, is usually very Decerning to the figure and only when
the pannier is actually bunched out
ia lumpy effect, making it wearer
new
nmgalnly and clumsy, is this
unattractive.
drapery
The pannier may be located anywhere between the waistline and the
amkle, and most of the authoritative
models showing this style have had
panniers just above the knee, the line
being very gradual and graceful.
Such panniers are really nothing but
tsnics, gathered into the belt at the
waistline and looped under afthe bottom instead of being allowed to fall
loosely over the skirt. As the skirt
norrow-e- r
is always very narrow much
latter
the
tunic,
the
than
gathered
has to be attached, to it with gathers
where it is looped under, and this
looping of the full material over 1he
slim petticoat gives the pannier effect. At a recent opening in New
pannier
Tork several interesting
frocks were observed. One of these,
a creation of the new flowered chiffon with dull soft blues and autumn
leaf browns on a cream ground, was
especially dainty and pretty. The
c
was gracelooped under parinler-tuniblue
old
taffeta
of
skirt
the
ful and
was short enough to reveal capivating
boots of black satin with crystal buttons. A hat of shirred blue taffeta
tafMatching the skirt, and a blue
a
fetching
feta parasol completed
afternoon costume.
The present season's fashion has
been kind to girls between 15 and 18
years. Models are prettier than ever,
aore piquant, simple and girlish.
The change which Is clearly noticeable in the styles of dresses for mature women, is scarcely perceptible
in the models for girls of the ae limit mentioned. Yet there is a great
eaj of novelty. The outline is still
comparatively straight and narrow,
hut extreme narrowness is no longer
in good tasteIf it ever was.
The increased fulness in the case
of the girls' frocks does not very often show itself in the form of drapery. Quaint Mttle panniers, clever arrangement of folds to give a slight
movement, one does see in some of
the soft sheer party frocks and afternoon, frocks, but aB a general thing
the straight lineB of the girlish frock
are not broken or are broken merely
by a tunic line or by the dividing
lines of double or triple skirts.
New

n

FACTORY GIRL
GIVES IIP

-

Too Sick to Work Doctor
Advised Operation. Restored to Health by
Lydia E. Pinkham's
Compound.
Poughkeepsie, N. Y. "I run a sewing machine in a large factory and got
7 all run down.
I had to
give up work for I could
not stand the pains in my
back. The doctor said I
needed an operation' for
female trouble but Lydia
E. Pinkham's Vegetable

r

i

mm

merit?
We challenge anyone to show any
other one remedy for a special class of
disease which has attained such an enormous demand and maintained it for so
many years as has Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound.
If you want special adviee write to
dia E. Pinkham Medicine Co. (confidential) Lynn, Mass. Your letter will
be opened, read and answered by a
woman and held in strict confidence.

SWEEPSTAKES

There is an exception, too, in the
skirt with very deep plaited flounce
which appears among the new models
for older women but is particularly
likable in the girls' frocks, giving as
it does the straight falling outline
yet with simple fulness for movement. This skirt is at best in some
supple material quite devoid of
crispness, the plaits being of the
clinging accordion plaited kind, and
little dance frocks in sheer silks,
gauzes, silk mousselines, etc., are
made with a border design marking
the union between the slightly fulled
upper section of the skirt and the
deep plaiting or with set in lace of irregular design in place of the border,
or with an applied floral design used
for the 3k)rt ttimming and repeated
upon the bodice.
Simpler frocks of
soft silk or wool have merely a cord
of the material dividing) the plain
and plaited sections. Enttre skirts
are plaited with or without inset trimming and still another use of the accordion plaiting
shows a straight
edge accordion plaited tunic falling
almost to the skirt bottom but falling short enough to reveal two or
three little flounces of net or lace.
An unusually
pretty graduating
frock shown in one establishment
which make a specialty of such work,
was a variation of a French model
and was of the finest and softest of
white lingerie stufrs.
Both bodice
and tunic were finely accordion plaited and the tunic had a wide inset
band of lace above its hem, while
its edge two scant six inch
flounces of lace were visible. The
ouly trimming o'. the bodies was a
very deep finely plaited frill collar
of marquisette with a wide border of
lace and lace cuffs on the elbow
A scarf sash
sleeves.
with short
end
fringed
falling at the left front
which was
gave a touch of color
echoed in a very tiny bow at the
throat.
The plaited frill of lace or tulle,
single or double, is fairly ubiquitous
this season. It varies In depth and
of ten shows a layer of white over a
plating of color or black, but on the
girlish frocks it is most often all
white or cream, and color, if wanted,
is added by the veiled band or some
little cravat arrangement. This frill
almost covers the entire bodice tn
many cases and gives exquisite daintiness to the simplest of bodices without marring its simplicity.
Fichu draperies,
too, are
used
upon the girl's frocks, but they mu3t
be discretely used, fdr they are noi
always becoming, and if too fussy or
enveloping are distinctly unyouthful.
The
surplice line never has
quite so youthful an air as. the rouuu
cut neck, and where a fichu drapery
is used on, say, a graduating frock,
it is wise to have a chemisette or
tucker showing in front and finished
in a round or square line at ine
throat.
Triple skirt effects are sure to oe
much in evidence among graduating
frocks and sheer summer frocks for
girls. They are easily made and be
coming as a rule, and it is easier to
obtain variety in this type of skirt
than one would imagine.
A host of exquisite bordure mater
ials offer opportunity for such skirt
effects and one must see the lovely
bordure things in all white in order
to understand
their possibilities.
Sheerest cotton crepe, marquisette,
mull, linen, batiste, any and every lingerie material, is offered with metre
or less elaborate border design of embroidery, inset lace, woven pattern,
etc. If one prefers to use plain material and have the border finish applied, there are countless suggestions
for such finish among the trimmings
displayed in the French "models.
Hand-madtrimming is perhaps
rather more chic than the pattern
border for the girl's frock, and
trimming has the virtue of
breaking the skirt line but little.
Very frequently in the evening frock
the border trimming is in the color
of the frock, perhaps of the same material, but relieving color is introduced in the little silken flowers of
which fashion does not seem to tire.
These flowers play an important part
in the making of youthful frocks and
are shown in great variety on tne
trimming counters of all fashionable

Compound helped me
more than the doctors
did. I hope that every
one who is suffering will
get the Compound. My
pains, nervousness and
backache are gone and I
have gained five pounds.
I owe my thanks to your
medicine for it is the
working girls friend, and all women who
suffer should write to you for special
advice. " Miss Tillie Plenzig, 3 Jay
St., Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
When a remedy has lived for over
thirty years, steadily growing in popularity and influence, and thousands upon
thousands of women declare they owe shops.
their very lives to it, is it not reasonable
to believe that it is an article of great
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CARS WILL COMON
MINNEAPOLIS
DECORATION DAY.

TWENTY-SEVE-

11. Carrying
May
Indianapolla.
with it more than $50,000 in casn
prizes ror the winners, tne second anInternational
nual
sweepstakes race will be started at 10
o'clock the morning of Memorial day,
.May HO, with 27 speedy racing cars
as contenders for the victory. This
number entered the race before the
closing of the entries at midnight
May 1. Manning the cars are almost
all of the famous racing pilots in
America, and several who have inter
national reputations for prowess at
Taken throughout the
the wheel.
field of starters In this long grind is
the classiest that ever has been
brought together in one contest.
Last year there were more en
tries, but only the fastest cars have
been entered for the second race,
and the terrific speed and endurance
demands in the gruelling fray were
too great for many to tackle again.
With about one exception all of the
cars this time were among the fast
e
est in the first
race, which
furnished the most spectacular contest ever witnessed in motoring annals. It is believed that the average
speed will be as high as 79 miles per
hour. The last race brought out an
average of 74.1H miles for the
distance.
Almost without exception the pilots who are practicing for the big
race believe that the new record will
equal that established for 300 miles
on the road at Santa Monica,
obi
have ventured the opinion thht 80
miles per hour will be necessary for
the winning car. Last year the.drlv- ers were correct in their estimate of
speed, most Qf them saying that 74
or 75 miles per hour would be the result.
Despite the fact that the eliminat
ing speed was set at 7 5. smiles per
hour for one full lap of the track
most of the motors which have been
specially built for the race carry from
100 to 120 miles per hour beneath
their bonnets. This great speed ca
pacity Is provided because the re
quirements of the race may make It
necessary to have It at times, and
sufficient power must be held In re
serve so that the motors will not be
strained in maintaining an average
of about 80 miles.
There is hardly a pilot named for
the race who has not a national and
in many cases an International reputation. The list in part shows "Wild
Bob" Burman, the speed king; Teddy
Tetzlaff, winner of th Santa Monica
race: Caleb Bragg, the millionaire
who finished second at Santa Monica
and who will team with Tetzlaff on
the Fiat entry;
Ralph DePalma,
whose spectacular driving on mile
tracks won him the name of mile-tracHarvey Herrlck,
champion;
winner of the 1911 Santa Monica
road race, and, until Tetzlaff won the
last race, holder of the world's road
race record, and Ralph Mulford winner of the 1911 Vanderbilt cup race.
The others are just as notable for
,
there is Louis Disnrow, driver of the
200
car
horsepower
which recently set new mile track
records for five, ten and fifteen
miles; Howard Wilcox, holder of the
500-mil- e

500-mil-

five-centur- y

k

e

HIS TROUBLE

NOT OF HEART
Facts In Regard To F.
ourrman s illness.
Keller Obtained By Curing His
Stomacn Ailments.

CiavflaUtlilMM

K.

Waynesville.N. C Mr. F. R. Huffman,
pf this city, says : "I suffered dreadfully
with what I thought was heart trouble,
and tried various medicines in vain.
After other remedies had failed, Thed-forrestored me to
ds

Black-Draug-

health.

ht

would not feel safe withoul
in the house. I considei
it worth its weight in gold.
It cured my indigestion, and by this
means I was restored to health. I can
not express my gratitude for its benefits."
Good health depends on the condition
of your digestion. Poor digestion and
good health do not go together.
Black-Draug-

I

ht

Thedford's

Ij

80,-00-

IN

Real

Black-Draug- ht

PULPIT

Choir Loft

RACE
PETE

stock car record.
Hughes, the English nii.t,
Savannah challenge
who won the
race in 1911 and Len Zengel who won
:and:
the 1911 Elgin national stock classls
road race. Several drivers have not
been named, but it Is reported that
Iavid Bruce-Brown-,
winner of the
1911 grand prize race, will be named
to drive one of the fast American
CHURCH OF THE IMMACULATE
CONCEPTION Adrian
cars in the race.
Rabeyrolle,
0
jastor.
Despite the fact that between
First mass at 7 a. m.; eecoad man
and 90,000 persons saw the last
contest it is said that the crowd thi. it 10 a. m. Sunday school 1a English
year will be even Teater. The ad- ind Spanish at 3 p. m., in Spanish at
oU
p. in. Rosary and benediction
vance sale of seats indicates that
t the blessed sacrament at 7:30 p
the crowd from outside of IndianapoI
lis will be fully fifty per cent great- u.
lor English speaking
CathechUm
er than before. More than forty spe4 p. m.. and ot
on
niidren
Tuesday
are
to
to
be run
cial trains
Indianap10 a. m.; for Spanish speak-nolis from marry faraway cities, and aiurday
children on Thursday i p. m., and
six motor club tours will be run to
n
at I a. m.
Saturday
one
them
of
the speedway,
coming
from Denver.
mile straightaway

jHugfaie

will

thoroughly cleanse and set in order yout
digestive system.
It has done this for others, during the
past 70 years, and is today the most
popular vegetable liver remedy on the
market. Try it.
Insist on Thedford's. Price 25c

CHURCH OF OUR LADY OF SOR
tOW 8 Rev. Paul Gilberton, pastor
GA8, DYSPEPSIA AND
First mass at 6:30 a. m, third Son
INDIGESTION QOE9
lay
excepted. Second mass 8:30,
Makes Your Disordered Stomach Feel
sermon
in English, hymns rendered
in
Five Minutes
Fine
t7 the children under the direction
if the Sisters of Loretto. Third mam
You can eat anything your stomach
U 10:30 a. m., sermon In Spanish
craves without fear of indigestion or
"'rom 3 to 4 Sunday school.
At 4
dyspepsia, or that your food will ferBenediction
of
Blessed
the
Sacra
If
stomach.
you
ment or sour on your
nent. At the New Mexico Hospital
will take a little Dlapepsin occasion
'or the Insane mass every fourth
ally.
Your meals will taste god, and any Sunday by the pastor.
thing you eat will be digested; noth
FIR8T
METHODI8T EPISCOPAL
ing can ferment or turn Into acid or
HURCH
Cor. Eighth street and Na
causes
which
or
stomach
gas.
poison
lonal avenue, Hi. C. Anderson, pastor
belching, dizziness, a feeling of full
Sunday scho at 9:45. Preaching at
nees after eating, nausea, indigestion
11 o'clock
Epworth League at 6:45;
bll
(like a lump of lead in stomach),
service at 8:00.
evening
preaching
water
brash,
iousness. heartburn,
A cordial Invitation is
extended tc
ana
ui
stomacn
in
mieuii
pain
ill who have no other place of wot
er symptoms.
'hip to attend divine services at this
Headaches from the stomach are ab- hurch.

solutely unknown where this effective
remedy is used. Dlapepsin really does
all the work of a healthy stomach.
II digest your meals when your stomach can't. A single dose will digest
all the food you eat and leave nothing
tc ferment or sour and upset the
stomach.
case of Pane's
Get a large
Dlapepsin from your druggist and
start taking now, and in a little while
you will actually brag about your
healthy, strong stomach, for you then
can eat anything and everything you
want without the slightest discomfort or misery, and every particle of
impurity and gas that is In your stomach and Intestines is going to be carried away without the use of laxatives or any other assistance.
Should you at this moment be suf
fering from indigestion or any JS50-ce- nt

-

within five minutes.

NEWS

FROM THE CAPITAL

FIRST CHRISTIAN
CHURCH
Main and Eighth streets, W. R. Quig-gin- ,
Pastor.
The American Home Missionary
Day. 10 a. m. Bible school; 11 a. m.
Communion and preaching servire;
2:30 p. m. Junior Endeavor society;
6:45 p. m., Senior Endeavor society;
p. m., preaching service. Wednes
day 7 p. m., Junior choir practice at
the Tabernacle; 8 p. m., prayer meet8

ing and Workers' conference, subject,
"The Man in the Book." Thirslay,
2:30 p. m., Ladies' Aid society, meets
with Mrs. Henry Noll 409 Rtxivatfe

street.
ST. PAUL'8 MEMORIAL CHURCH,
Rev. J. S. Moore, Rector. 716 National
Avenue.
Fifth. Sunday after Easter, May 12.
Holy Communion-7:30Sunday frfcool
9:45; morning prayer
and sermon
11:00.
Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday, Rogation Day, prayers
lor
those to be admitted to Holy Orders.
Thursday, Ascension Day, Holy Com
m union 10:30.

Santa Fe, N. M., May 11. Governor W. C. McDonald returned from BAPTIST CHURCH. Corner Main
avenue and Sixth street, Rev. N. B.
Albujuerque yesterday, He attendel
Pastor.
flreen.
associathe banquet of the Retailers'
Preaching at 11 a. m., and 7:30 p.
tion convention given in Albuquerm. Spnday School at 9:45 a. m. A.
que Thursday evening in the Masonic
W.
Young People's meeting at 6:30 p.
temple.
m. The public is Invited.
t
Delegates Appointed
delewere
The following
appointed
FIRST SEVENTH DAY ADVENT-ISgates to the National Good Roads asCHURCH C. McReynolds,
19
pas
sociation (to be held May 16, 17, 18,
at New Orleans, La: J. S. McTavish, tor. Regular services In the Chris-tioand
church, corner of Main
Magdalena; R J. Taupert, Las Vegas;
Eighth street Sabbath school at 2
B. N. Burch, Raton; T. D. White,
Sabbath
(Saturday)
R. M. Thome, Carlsbad; J. R. p. m., every
3 p. m.
at
All who are Inpreaching
Gilbert, Alamogordo; R. E. Twitelell,
Las Vegas; Celso
Santa Fe; terested in Bible study are cordially
Invited to attend.
H. V. B. Smith, Sinta Rosa.
Tularosa Bank Incorporates
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH.
The First State Bank of Tularosa,
Norman Skinner, pastor. Douglas
Rev.
Tularosa, Otero county, filed papers
of Incorporation with the state cor- venue and Tenth street
Morning worship and sermon at 11
poration commission. The names of
the Incorporators, all of whotn reside o'clock. Bible study and Sunday
at Tularosa, and the amount of stock school session at 9:45 a. m. Young
held by each follow: Isaac Otis, pres- People's Society at 7 p. m.
The church extends a most hearty
ident, 20 shares; Bll Knight, vice
to all people. Strangers
invitation
5
president,
shares; W. H. Land, vice
in the city especially
president, 95 shares; J. J. Dale, cash and sojourners
welcomed.
ier, 10 shares; O. A. Hyde, 10 shares
r. a.
10 snares.
To iew
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
SOCIETY
bank is capitalized at $15,000 divided
morn
services
every
Regular
Sunday
150
into
ghares worth $100 each alt
A general savings bank busi '.ng at 11 o'clock and Wednesday even
par.
ing at 8 o'clock tn O. R. C. hall
ness will be conducted.
Decision by Supreme Court
MONTEFIORE
TEMPLE
Douglaf
Case 1454. Charles P. Fowler, ap
avenue
S.
Ninth
and
street,
Peiper,
vs.
The
Continental Casualty
pellee,
rabbL
company, appellant. Appeal from disServices and sermon every Frldaj
trict court of Bernalillo county. "Findat 8 o'clock. Services for chil
t eight
ing no error in the record the
and
Sabbath school every Satur
dren
is affirmed." Opinion by P. 11
at 10 o'clock.
day
morning
Hanna, Judges Roberts, and Parker
concurring. The syllabus for this
8HIL0H BAPTIST CHURCH Cor
case reads:
A motion to set a default Judgment ner Columbia and Railroad Avenues
aside upon grounds other than Juris- Rev. W. R. Burgess, Pastor.
Preaching 11 a. m., and 8 p. m., by
dictional, enters a general appearance
the
pastor; Sunday school 9:45 a. m.
and validates the Judgment as to all
defects In the service' of the sum- B. Y. P. B"., 3 p. m. AB are welcome
to attend these services.
mons.
When a party moves to set aside a
default and Judgment unon the
grounds that the court had no Juris
diction over Us person because there
mm
has been no valid service of summons
1'IIL Is Rrd tt,d told ,rt,IHc
boxe, mlcd with Bloc Rlbbca.
it must occupy that ground exclusiversate so ulSfr
DrasctM. AskfwC
OND llltNl PIlJJLfoias
ly, and keep out of court for all other
r(w niinnhiiiiM.
t -purposes.
t SfllO BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE
Ros-wel- l;

iudg-men-

CWCHESTERSPIL

THRa

FIREMEN

RAIDED THE

The

Lax-Fo- s

THIRD CLASS SALOON

Way.
HELPED THEMSELVES TO THE
LIFE PRESERVERS ON THE
TITANIC

If you had a medicine that would

11. That
all the strengthen the liver, the stomach, tha
May
members of (the crew of the Titanic kidneys and the bowels, and at tha
on fthe night of the disaster did not same time make you strong with a
act In the manner expected from
systemic tonic, don't you believe you
men of their calling Is being slowly
would soon be well?

Ixjndon,

drawn out from the witnesses at the
British board of trade inquiry.
It came out during yesterday's hear
ing that the firemen of the Titanic,
when the water entered their quarters, raided the third class saloon for
life preservers.
Certainly, as ;S
pointed out, they were not needed by
passengers, as the vessel carried on
ly a small proportion of her complement of third class passengers: That
Importance is attached to the action
of the firemen, however, is shown by
the questions put by Lord Mersey
as to how the men reached that part
of tha vessel.
From another witness, 8. J. Rule, a
bath room steward, it was also learned thajt there was a rush on llfebat
No. 15 and that she left the Titanic
with only four or five women and
three children, while 61 men got
away In her.
Rule said that scouts were sert
back to look for women and children,
but looked only on one deck and then
returned and said that there were no
more there. Then First Officer Mur- dock told the men to fill the boat.
There was then a rush of men for
the boat.
"You knew more women and children were on board?" quieried Sir
Ruufs Isaacs.
Rule replied, "I imagined so."
"Then you did not obey the order
that women and children were to go
first?".
"We were ordered lnito the boat."
It also came out today that the water
tight compartments
practically for
s
of the length of the ship
were opened by order of (he
engi
neers upwards of an hour after the
ship struck and never were closed
again. The inquiry was adjourned till
Tuesday.

That's "The

Lax-Fo- s
Way."
We ask yon to buy the first bottle
on the money-bac- k
plan, and you will
ask your druggist to sell, you the sec-

ond.

It keeps your whole inside right
There is nothing else made tike
Lax-Ko-

s.

Remember the name

C

STRIKE EXPECTED.
Salt Lake City, Utah, May 11.
That a strike vote is being taken by
the railway mechanics' unions affiliated with the Federation of Federations, organized at Kansas City last
month, was admitted by union members here today. The wording of the
question submitted Is not divulged,
but it is said that an affirmative majority means the walkout of shopmen on all roads west and south of
Chicago unless the demand of the
federation for recognition is granted.

tLl

our delivery of ice is prompt and that
you won have to wait There's a
pleasure In that knowledge, isn't

there?

THE CRY8TAL ICE CO.
Phone Main 227.

The result of the vote is required at
Kansas City by June 1.
Jas. c. Dahlmann, serving his third
term as mayor, Omaha, Nebr., again
was successful In receiving the overwhelming support of the voters in the
primary election. He also successfully rid himself of a bad case of kidney
trouble by the aid of Pole Kidney
Pills, and writes: "I have taken Foley Kidney Pills and they have given
me a great deal of relief, so I cheerfully recommend them." What Foley
Kidney Pills have done for Mayor
'"lilmann they will do for any other
person bothered with backache, rheumatism, or anv other form of kidney
or bladder trouble. Just try them for
quick and permanent results. O. G.
Shaefer, Red Cross Drug Co.

$4.05
TO SANTA FE, N. N.
AND RETURN
BBBBoSSBBB

Account Annual Reunion Scottish Rite

Tickets on sale Hay 12th to

Masons,

15th inclusive.

Good for

May 20th.

0.

...

return until

.

L. BATCH ELOR,

Agent
Round Trip Excursion

Rates

California & Northwest
Los Angeles
San Diego

$45.60

San Francisco and return direct
Seattle Tacoma

&

other points

$50.00
$60.00

Tickets for 6ale begining Apr. 27th, on special dates
the Summer months. Stop overs allowed in either
For further information. Call on or write.

D.L

t

a.

Good old ice man! How anxiously
we waltch for him if somebody is ill
or there Is a party on and the icecream is not made! You're doubly
anxious, however, If it's our ice you're
waiting on for you know we handle
only the best You also knew that

three-fourth-

BIG

LAX-FO-

BATCHELOR,

Agent.

lB

FOUR
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pttc
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1879.
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THE OPTIC PUBLISHING
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M.
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EDITOR

Hntered at the poatoffice at East
Laa Vegas. New Mexico, for tranamls
Km through the United States malls
a second class matter.

Reading followed the other standt
ard issues with a
rise while
increased
its lead to
Lehigh Valley
almost three points. United States
Steel rose a point, with galna of as
much or more in numerous specialties. Both the American Can common
and preferred made new high records.
American beet sugar fell a point, but
soon recovered. Illinois Central also
regained some of its recent loss. The
market closed strong. Lehigh Valley
continued to e the center of" attraction, rising xe .176.3-4- , a gain of over
four points in the last hour. United
States Steel and other stocks of speculative importance added to the previous advantage. The advance includ
ed over a score of industrials, to the
relative neglect, however, of the railway group. Final prices showed some
declines from the best.
The closing sales for the day were:
84
Amalgamated Copper
American Beet Sugar
100
Great Northern
132
New York Central
TT9i
121
Northern Pacific
176
Reading
Southern Pacific
112
Union Pacific
171
United States Steel
69 V,
United States Steel, pfd
110
one-pojn-

VEGAS DAILY

FOR PRE8IDENT.
Indianapolis, Ind., May 11. Charts
W. Fairbanks, former United Statei
senator and vice president of the
United States, reached nis sixtieth
birthday anniversary today. Recentlj
a rumor has been circulated that
friends of Mr. Fairbanks plan to present his - name for the republican
presidential nomination in the event
of a deadlock between Taft and
Roosevelt in the Chicago convention
next month. So far as is known Mr.
Fairbanks has done nothing to encourage the idea. Since his retire
ment from the vie presidency he has
refrained from any active participation in politics. At the same time the
politicians recall the fact that Mr
Fairbanks had a great am'. it Ion to
head the ticket four years ago and
that this ambition
many believe
would be instantly rekindled If there
appeared to be the slightest chance
for its fulfillment.
But so far as any
outward or visible sign appears, Mr.
Fairbanks is far more interested Just
now in the proceedings of the general conference of Methodists, of which
denomination he is one of the foremost laymen in the country, than h
'Is in the contest for the republican
presidential nomination.

QrtC,

SATURDAY,

MAY 11, 1912.

FAIRBANKS

Connecticut Calvinlst, and John
who was one of the signers
of the Declaration of Independence.
"Fit a man for the day's work but
at the same time equip him to meet
the crisis and the emergency which
the day's work U1 inevitably bring
forth. He who has laid a broad and
secure foundation will find no difii
culty in erecting (the superstructure,
Whatever he builds, he will be able
to build himself into the work of his
hand and brain. Make a man and
he will find his work."
Thus did Dr. John Grier Hibben
announce his views on higher education in his inauguration address as
president of Princeton
University.
President Hibben spoke on the topic
"The Essentials of Liberal Education." His address, In part, follows:
"One who is ito maintain the health
and growth of his intelectual life must
come at some later period in his
to delight In the tasks of
the intellect. To rejoice In the labors of the mind Is not a prevailing
characteristic of the natural man.
"The practical problem, therefore,
for the teacher Is to choose that body
of studies which will best produce a
spirit of devotion to the cause of
knowledge and joy In Its service. In
Princeton we believe that it is ab
solutely necessary to have a certain
schooling in preparation for the responsibility of freedom; and that the
hit and miss choice of an immature
mind in new and strange surroundings forms a poor means of coping
with the serious tasks of free investigation.
"The university is not specifically
designed for the purpose of fitting a
man directly for the daily duties of
his future work in life. It should attempt (to develop the whole man. No
faculty of the mind can be satisfactorily trained in isolation."
With-erspoon- ,

PRINCETON HAS A
NEW OFFICIAL
HEAD
JOHN

GRIER

HI8BEN

TODAY

BE-

CAME PRESIDENT OF FOURTH

OLDEST COLLEGE.

- The
Princeton, N. J., May
president of the United States and
the chief justice of the supreme court
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
and a host of other distinguish pubDally, by Carrier:
lic men, scholars, scientists and the.05
Per Copy
ologians today paid trlubute co John
IB
One Wek
Grier Hibben as he pledged hlmselt
66
One Month
before a great concourse of people
One Year
that filled the campus in front of bis
Daily by Mali
toric Nassau hall of Princeton univerOne Year
SO0
sity to be the president of America's
Six Months
fourth oldest educational institution.
The new president, who has been a
ND
STOCK
OPTIC
WEEKLY
member of the Princeton faculty for
GROWcR
more than 20 years, succeeds Wood-ro2.00
One Year
Wilson, who resigned the presiBiz Months
..y
dency of the university in October,
as the
1910, after his nomination
(Cssh in Advance for Mail Subscripdemocratic candidate for governor of
tions)
New Jersey.
Remit by draft, check or money
order. If sent otherwise we will not
The inauguration ceremony this
e responsible for loss.
was held out of doors, with
morning
. FAST BASEBALL
GAME
the principal actors on a temporary
Specimen copies free on appllca-ionplatform built on the steps of Nassau hall, the oldest and most famous
TOMOHROWAFTERNOON
ILL PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT
of the college building.
Over the
THE EXPIRATION OP TIME
platform waved the yellow and black
THE REGULARS" AND YANNIGANS
PAID FOR.
,
banners of the university, while the
OF THE MAROONS' SQUAD
great seal resplendent in colors was
WILL CR088 BATS.
Advertisers are guaranteed the
also in evidence.
The colors and
largest dally and weekly circulation
seals of the oldest American colTomorrow afternoon at 3 o'clock
of any newspaper in Northwestern
leges. Harvard, William and Mary,
New Mexico.
the "Yannigans" and the "Maroons, "
Yale, Pennsylvania, Washington and
two picked teams made up of the vanLee, Columbia, Brown and Dartmouth
TELEPHONES
guard of the regular Las Vegas team
also were used in the decorations.
TAX PAYMENTS.
2
Main
OFFICE
BUSINESS
and local ball tossers are billed for a
The preliminary interest in the
Notice is hereby given that all unMain 9
NSWS DEPARTMENT
nine inning contest. This is the first
day's ceremonies centered wholly in paid taxes of A. D. 1911, will become
real game of. the season and it will
the inaugural procession. The chief delinquent on June 1, 1912, and on
give the Meadow City fans an excel- marshal of the day headed the line, and after July 1, 1912, will be subSATURDAY, MAY 11, 1912.
cellent chance to get a line on the
followed by
the president of the ject to 5 per cent penalty. The list
Maroons for the coming summer. This
alumni association and the president of delinquent taxes will be made and
game will be for the benefit of the
of the university, the fellows of the published after
July 1, 1912, penalties
baseball association, who will use the
corporation, the official representa- and costs will be added, judgment?
proceeds for the purchase of the new
tives of the state of New Jersey, and recovered and property on which
uniforms for the team.
The way to succeed, is not to over- the dignitaries, civil, educational and taxes remain unpaid, will be sold.
J. A. Shirley and N. H. Mclntyre, look a
Dated at Las Vegas, N. M May 9
thing. In this bulletin we tell military. Conspicuous in the line
who are signed up for a tryout with
were the delegates and guests from a 1912.
you something that will save you
the maroons, and, who were the first
hundred institutions of learning, garbEUGENIO ROMERO,
we are sure this should
of the players to arrive in the city, money, anjj
ed in the academic gowns of their col- Treasurer, San Miguel
County, N. M.
were passengers on train No. 9 last be interesting.
leges, and their degrees indicated by
their gorgeous hoods. White" tKe pro- night. They will be in the line-uflsion wended Its way through the
tomorrow.
ManBY
hails
from
Shirley
TAUGHT
LIVING
CLEAN
BRAIDS AND PUFFS MADE
hattan, Kans., where he has the repJlcge grounds the spectators were
THEY.M.C.A.
isn't this Great.
utation of being a star second basetaking their places In the great rows
ORDER
-Tseats that spread out over the
The emphasis which the Young man. Mclntyre has been with Tope-k- a
A nobby Suit or Overcoat made to of
in
of
hall.
Nassau
this
front
down
initthe
spring,
campus
holding
Men's Christian association places
OF HUMAN HAIR to match
your measure and any style you wish,
The following was the order of the
upon clean living, especially among ial sack.
any shade. Will also make
principal exercises of the day:
Jack Lyons, formerly of Kansas, for
its younger members, is illustrated
Anup your combings.
Choral Veni Creator Spirltus
who has been with the Raton aggreby the Students' League of Los
alumni
chorus.
the
2,000
more
boys
than
where
for
the
three
geles
gation
past
years and
AT TAICKERT'S
Prayer Dr. Henry Van Dyke, proare banded together under the influ- i3 signed up with the locals this year,
fessor of English literature.
ence of the association for "clean will be seen in the outfield la to
PHONE
VEGAS 340
Oath of office administered by Jusspeech, clean athletics, and clean morrow's game. "Hutch" Brown, a
tice Pitney of the supreme court 01
life." Large department stores In twlrler from the wilds of Gallup who
the United States.
San Francisco report boys made was given a try out with the Pueblo
Charter and keys delivered by John
"more efficient" and of higher mor- team this spring, will be on the
Aikman Stewart, senior trustee.
als by the managers, who pay half mound for the Yannigans tomorrow
their fees. There ,were 30,611 men afternoon. Opposing him will be
Inaugural address of the new presiand boyB taught 1o swim in the as- Harper Harmon, a lad of local fame.
dent.
sociation swimming pools and at Dave Sandoval, who will
One Hundredth Psalm by jthe alumtry out with
ni chorus.
camps last year. This more than Maroons for utility man, will catch
doubles the number of the year be- Harmon in tomorrow's contest.
Benediction Rt. Rev. Edwin S.
fore.
Lines,
bishop of Newark.
Tommy Clark, the hard hitting outThis work does not rest with the fielder of
At the conclusion of the inaugurar
Dawson
the
team last
large associations alone; in fact a
,tion exercises the principal partici
scheduled to hold down one of
to
the
done
of
it
by
being
great part
pants and guests attended a lunchthe
gardens tomorrow, and Fred Owassociations in the smaller towns. In
eon in the university
gymnasium.
Trinidad's slugging third baseens,
little Payette, Idaho, a place of 2,000 man of
President Taft, Chief Justice White,
the
seasons
past
three
who
is
people, is a building costing 23,(HH) a candidate
President Lowell of Harvard, Presi
for the third sack on the
housing an association which has a local
dent Hadley of Yale, President Butwill
team,
in
the
exhibition
You select your own pattern from ler of
membership of 208. This is the cen- contest. Carl play
Columbia, and Dr. Francis L.
Ellis, a local lad, one
ter of a widereachlng Influence of the
our large stock of Swell and up to Patton, president of the Princeton
fastest
outfielders in the
which has been held during the past
delivered ad
Blacks, Grays Theohpglcal seminary,
southwset a good sticker and in- date Blues, Browns,
year in 47 meetings of men of the
dresses
the
luncheon.
at
idol
the
of the Vegas ball and Pretty Novelties. We make up
section, including apple and melon cidentally
- Princeton's new president was born
to be in action tomor- your
garment just as you wish It. We 61
growers, stock men and municipal as- fiends, expects
years ago In Peoria, 111., and was
row
afternoon. 'Frank Ettinger, Reg
sociations, not to speak of religious
carry a line that Cannot be Duplicat- (graduated In 1882 from the institu
Larrazolo
and other good lo
leaders. The industrial association Young,
ed elsewhere for 25 or 30. Every tion of which he has now become the
in Kellog, Idaho, maintains a mem- cal ball players will be in the benefit
garment is Union Made and our Guar- head. He went into the ministry, but
contest
BEST MANCHESTER
bership of 450 in the little community
.
In 1891 entered the faculty of Prince
...
ml.
vmeiu who win piay and who win antee stands back of It,
of less than 3,000 people and has had
ton as instructor in logic. The vera decided effect on the moral atmo- try out for positions on the Las VeNearly 300 suits sold in the last satility of his scholarship was
early
sphere of the town. Doiy, Wash., a gas team are: Oscar Lunday and A. 40 days, and a steady customer made demonstrated on his return to
his
lumber center has an equally effec-thr- B. Stewart, both of Clayton, the foralma
in addition to his
for
from
mater,
order.
every
record.
California's counties, mer, an infielder and goofl stiiiter.
work in logic and psychology, he conWliy Not? We give Everyone efl
jrontrary to the general policy, are and the latter
baseman of the
ducted classes in mathematics. Bun
erecting simple buildings for commu- Clayton team. R. Barclay, catJ?ar, tire satisfaction and have saved them co' literature
and ethics. He was
nity centers.
recently with the Williams, Ariz.' good money. Yon become a member
to an assistant professorship
The Las Vegas association Is not team, is signed
with the Maroons,
behind in this great work. It has and and Ralph Wingo, the Central college of Our Family and you will never re of logic in 1894, and in 1897 to the
stuart professorship of logic, which he
does emphasize clean life in all its star, who did phenominal work on the gret it.
heli) until his election to the presidencphases and through its Boy Scout mound for the Maroons two seasons
We respectfully solicit just a trial
He is widely known as an author,
ymemIts
organization prepares
Junior
ago.
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I
bers for emergencies in life at all
I
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admission of 25 cents satisfied.
on logic, philosophy and belles lettimes. One of the chief rules of this will jjenftral
be charged for the exhibition.
ters. In 1896 he published hia "Inorganization is "Do at least one good The prospects are that a
crowd
large
ductive Logic," which is extensively
deed for somebody every day."
of fans wiiL turn out. The remainder
used as a textbook in schools and colof the regular maroons are expe. ted
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the early part
New York, May 11. Dealing in
Princeton university dates from
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the team will be
I74fi in which year a royal charter
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was granted for the founding of the
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was known as the College of New
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SILVERWARE PREMIUMS
To any one paying cash or settling in full
every 30 days, we will give the well known Rogers
Triple Plate Silverware on exhibition in our window. See back of sale slips for basis of drawing.

Commence at once and become a regular customer
and secure just what you want in this line of
goeds FREE. We will sell you goods as cheap as or
cheaper than our competitors. Give us a trial, we
want you for a steady customer.

Las Vegas Mercantile Co.

CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY
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Look (or the Sign's!
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DRESS GINGHAMS

"27 inch"

$1.15
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We Invite Inspection
STORE OF QUALITY"

E. Las Vegas
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NEXT
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WILL
Sucher, a talented pianist and lyric
Colby, left this afternoon on train No.
Herman C. Ilfeld, Mrs. Arthur
10 for. Denver where 'they will purAt a meeting, ot the board of direc STATE-WIDIlfeld,
SPELLING "BEE"
soprano soloUt. This was the first
Jefferson City, Mo., May 11. Probof the two enifirtatof rs Mrs. O. G. Schaefer. Miss Marie tors of the Commercial club held last
appearance
chase, dairy cows for the creamery to
TELL THE STORY In Las
Mrs.
Dan
one of the most unique educabe operated in connection with the
Vegas, but, after their enter fscTaefeVTSlrf. "Morse,
A. Fleming was elect- ably
tainment last night, the Santa Fe Stern, Mrs. Jake Stern and Mrs. J. H. evening George
tional events ever held in this counCrystal Ice company.
ed secretary to fill out the unexpired
J. M. Kurn, superintendent of the
try will be the state spelling contest
people hope that it will not be be last. Shout.
(Continued From Page One)
term
m
of Dr. J. D. Hess, who had
to be held in this city next Monday,
Miss Herndon gave several recitawestern grand division of the Santa
REGULAR DINNER
on account of leaving the the opening day of the annual convenChaperoned by Miss Raehael Ward
Fe, passed through Laa Vegas this af- and take charge of the work of the tions and readings of a serious ua
ternoon from Santa Fe where he had national committee until the con- ture and many with a humorous vein and Miss Marie Schaefer, (the pupils city. Mr. Fleming served as secre- tion of the Missouri association of
SUNDAY DINNER
been several days attending a hear- vention.
running through them, every one of of the Fifth grade of East side public tary of the club for about five years, county superintendents. At last year's
A
which won a round of applause from schools made up a picnic party tt Ro- - resigning about a year ago as he meeting of the superintendents the
of
railroad
officials before the
ing
Acting Chairman Victor Rosewater
meroville canyon today.
house
The pic- found it necessary in his real estate decadence of spelling was generally
senate
and
railon
the
committees
in
State.
Bill
Carte
A
La
'$
Finest
of Nebraska, Chairman Harry S.. New the audience. Miss Sucher played an
nickers
numbered 29.
business to be out of the city at fre- deplored and the idea of a state spellto
some
of
roads.
recitathe
accompaniment
In
of
the arrange
of, Indiana,
charge
BARNES & RUSH, Props.
quent intervals for two or three ing "bee" was hit upon to stir up inSecretary of State Phllader C. Knox ments for the convention and Wil- tions and sang several vocal solos.
Miss Cooley, teacher, of piano and weeks at a time.
W
will pass through Las Vegaa tomorrow liam F.
terest in this particular branch of
i
Sloan of Maryland, sergeant
1010 Lincoln avenue.
organ.
Moose
on
The directors felt, however, that study in the public schools. Every
Set
Fe
Santa
No.
2
In
night
train
pri- at arms, are
here
expected
Tuesday. a New Standard
vate car, Elyslan, en route from Calithis is an important time in the af- county of Missouri is expected to be
Members of the national commitTOUGH ON FOREIGNERS.
The Las Vegas lodge of the Loyal
fornia to Washington.
fairs of the club, owing to the large represented in the contest by one
Secrefary tee' expect they will be called upon
Phoenix, Ariz., May 11. The Kin- number of strangers exoected in the public school pupil, who must not be
Knox Is accompanied by Governor
Order of the Moose may be the young
pass upon nearly 200 contests be- est of the
labor bill, which would city as well as the
LATEST SHEET MUSIC Clark of Alaska, Mrs. Knox and Con- to
of ney
fraternal
organiztions
unparalleled op- further advanced than the eighth
tween June 6 and the opening of the
the Meadow City, but just the same, bar every man who cannot speak and portunity for securing publicity of the grade. The representatives
gressman James pramcls Burke of
already
18.
It is believed the it can
convention June
carry on social "dolns" in read English from employment in resources of Las Vegas and San Mi have been selected in county eliminaPittsburgh, Pa. Mr. Knox and his
will
rules
four
be
years
ago
adopted
From "The Campus":
party were at the Grand Canyon tostyle, as shown by the first ball and mining, railroad and other work guel county, and prevailed upon Mr. tion contests. Eahc participant in
effective this year.
"Is Everybody Happy?"
as hazardous, passed the Fleming to take the office again for the state competition will be
day.
banquet held on last Wednesday classed
given 50
"
night. The Moose were charming state senate this morning In a ses- a short time, at least, even though he words to spell orally and another 60
"Before You Are Old."
hosts and every detail of their first sion lasting until after midnight. The was not an applicant for the
position. to be written. The winner of the state
Old papers for sale. Optic office.
Old papers for sale. Optic office. social venture ran off
"The Lily and the Rose."
smoothly. The vote was 11 to 8. The measure immeIt was the sense of the directors spelling championship will be given
"On the Baliroom Floor."
affair will be remembered as one of diately was sent to the assembly. that Mr.
Smaller cash prises
Fleming's familiarity with $100 in
the most enjoyable of the spring of Should the bill become law it would the work of the office as well as with will be gold. to the
"Same Old Love."
pupils who come
given
1912.
"1 Leave It To You."
About 100 couples were In
throw out of employment 20,000 for- the conditions and 'resources of Las out second and third in the competiat the dance which was eigners In Arlzano.
All popular sheet music at popular
Vegas, made it especially important tions.
held in the armory, and plates for
prices.
Ithe banquet in the Cafe de Luxe were
set for 200. The Simlson orchestra
furnished the music for dancing and
also played during the anquet, whlcn
Capital Paid in
Surplus
followed the dance. The banquet hall
OPPOSITE Y. M. C. A.
$100,000.00
was beautifully decorated
in red.
$50,000.00
white and yellow streamers, the colors of the Moose lodge, and white colw
aa
wm wa.
"
I vi
lege pennants. The room pfesentid
a striking appearance.,
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LIFE INSURANCE

CO

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M,
December 31, 1911.
GROSS ASSETS $359,618.11
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Cream
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$190,870.67
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Made from grape Cream of Tar'
tar$ absolutely free from alum

OCCIDENTAL
FIRE INSURANCE

CO.

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
December 31. 1911.
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.

$ 13,386.48

For sixty years American housewives have found Dr. Price's Cream
Baking Powder a guarantee of light,
pure and wholesome food.
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Hospital Beard
Chooses Officials
At a meeting of the boar.1 of directors of the LaB Vegas hospital held
on Tuesday afternoon the election of
officers for the coming year occurred.
On this occasion Mrs. C. D. Boucher
was chosen president;
Mrs. C. 11.
Schirmer, corresponding secretary :
Mrs. C. McClanahan, recording secretary, and Mrs. Clarence Iden treasurer. A. A. Jones and CKarles Iifcld
were elected members of the board.
Altar Guild
Chooses Leaders
The election of officers of the Altar
Guild of St. Paul's Memorial Episcopal church occurred Thursday afternoon at the meeting held with Miss
Oh el la Van Petten, aft the Van Petten
home on Eighth street. Miss Emma
Tamme was elected directress of the
organization; Mies Gladys Gibson,
Miss Phoebe Hart secretary and Miss Raehael Ward

M. CUNMNOMA.n,
FRANK SPRINOER.

a-

President

l

HOSKINS.

L A.S VEGAS
INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

Lais Vegas Servings Bank
Capital Stock, $3O,O0O.00
Office with the San Miguel National Bank

Wm. G. Haydon
D. W. Kelly
D. T. Hoskins

President
President
Treasurer
Vice

Interest PeJd on De posts

Cashier
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In a British
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CHAPTER
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CHAPTER IV Trouble la atarted over
a waits, and Lawrence la urged
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hop In Tain for the spy.
CHAPTER IX Lawrence Joins the mln-Jjt- a
men who capture Grant and hla
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nsoner by an Indian and two white
men.
CHAPTER XI Lawrenoe's captors lock
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CHAPTER
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uo win scuii xor rum.
CHAPTER Xm-Graappearance
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of circumstances.
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Lady of

again meets
the Blended Roae.
who
him that ha Is In her house and
that she was In command ef the party
that attacked and captured him.
CHAPTER Xy-T- he
Is thrust
Into a dark undergroundcaptive
chamber when
Captain Grant begins a search of the
premises.
XIV-Lawr- ence

gut, Lawrence finds the place deserted.
Evidences of a battle and a dead man
across the threshold.
uoi. MOrtlme
jivii
the
of the Blended Rose, finds
hla homo lady
In ruins.
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CHAPTER

Grant Insists

XVHI-Ca- pt.

that Lawrence ba strung up at once.

CHAPTER XIX-M- Iss
Mortimer appears, explains the mystery and Lawrence la held a prisoner of war. and Is
again locked In the strong room.
CHAPTER XX
Lawrence escapes
through plans arranged bv The Lady and
aces Grant attack Miss Mortimer.
CHAPTER XXI Grant Is knocked out
try Lawrence, who comes to Miss Mortimer's relief, and then makes his escape.
CHAPTER XXII-Capt-aln
Grant's bass
villainy revealed.
CHAPTER XXIII Lawrence returns to
Valley Porge, where he learns mora o!
Grant's perfidy.
CHAPTER
forces
Clinton to battle and Twrence gets
trace of Eric Mortimer.
CHAPTER XXV The battle of Mon- tnouth.
CHAPTER XXVI
Gen. Washington
gain starts MaJ. Lawrence on an Important mission.
XXVII-LawreCHAPTER
flndi
"Miss Mortimer in soldier's uniform, actas
a scout under her brother's name.
ing
Exnlanations follow.
XXIV-Washln-

Co.
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(Continued from Yesterday)
sne paused a moment, gatnering the
threads of thought more closely. I
lid not speak, preferring she should
tell the story in her own way.
"The two did not meet after that
The Queen's
for many months.
Rangers, in which regiment my father secured Grant a commission,
were in New York, while Eric was stationed up the river with Morgan's
riflemen. When New Jersey was Invaded, both commands came south,
and, because of Eric's knowledge of
this country, he was detailed as scout.
This reckles life was greatly to his
liking; I saw him occasionally by appointment, usually at Elmhurst, and
became aware that his old quarrel
with Captain Grant was seemingly forgotten. There appeared to be some
understanding, some special connection between them. They met once,
at least, and I delivered one note between them."
"Perhaps I can explain that latr,"
I interrupted, "from something mentioned at Lee's headquarters.

1

MI

ery.Tmtfst solvent for Uwwm. y
and Again sought hen, holdlnc ft la
Qrm clasp.
There waa a Bound of
hoofs on the d usty road behind ua.
"It to Petar.r' eh whispered. "What
can have hapnenad!"
The rider barely pauaed, turning hla
's head even as he spoke hastily.
Captain CJrant to with the ambulance, Mistrftss Claire," ha reported,
"lie came Wp alone about five minutes ago.".
CHAPTER XXVIII.
Before General Arnold
felt bar hand withdrawn quickly,
tb ,wlrt totake of her
Tt
there waa no sharpness in tha voice.
Captain Grant. Peter? What can
tu uiau nnui ucmi
"He claimed to be hunting deserters," returned Swanson, as calmly deliberate of speech as ever. "But that
was false. He knew we were on the
road, and asked for you."
"For me? And you told him "
"Merely that you rode ahead to see
that the road waa clear. Then I left
at once, fearing he might Join you."
She sat a moment In silence, her
head bowed; then looked across Into
I
d

T'

my face.

"This arrival must end our conference, Major," she said soberly.
"Captain Grant must not know that you are
with me that would mean fighting."
"Surely you do not wish me to run
away?"
"Yes, this time, for my sake as well
as your own. If I could have completed
my confession you would realize the
necessity. However, the fact that you
are the bearer of dispatches should
be sufficient; your duty to the Colo-

nies is more Important than any private quarrel. You will go?"
"Yes but you? Are you safe with
him?

"Perfectly. I wish I might be
clothed in my own proper dress, but
with Peter and Tonopah on guard,
Captain Grant alone is not dangerous. Besides, I wish to learn hla purpose In seeking to join us." She hesitated. "You must not fear for me,
but but I wish to tell you all, and
and I am sure I shall need your help."
"You mean I am to Join you again
at Elmhurst?"
"Is that asking too much?"
"Clair," I whispered, bending toward her, so Peter could not overhear.
"nothing shall keep me from coming,
dear. I will ride back the moment my
dispatches are in Arnold's hands. But
tell me, first, if you are not afraid ot
Grant himself, what is it you need ma
for?"
"Eric," she answered swiftly. "He
has disappeared, dead or deserted. Oh,
I cannot believe the last is true. It
was to save his reputation that I
dressed in this uniform, performed the
work assigned him. I feel sure Grant
knows where he Is, what has become
of him.
I went to him in Philadelphia, but he only sneered, and said the
I know
boy had doubtless run away.
better; that is not like a Mortimer.
But I cannot search for him; I must
stay with my father. But if I can only
be assured you will come."
"You can be assured."
"Mistress Claire," broke in Peter,
"some one is riding up the road."
"Yes, Peter, yes. Major, wait here I
Don't move. We will go back and
meet him."
I held my horse steady, although he
made an effort to follow. Voices came
back to me through the darkness
Grant's loud enough to be clearly
heard.
"What, is this you, Claire?" he
laughed gruffly. "By all the gods, I
thought it must be Eric. I never ex- -

Oh, I wish you could, for
me;
has made me afraid something might
"You!

their relationship has mystified

be wrong with with Eric."
"1 think not, dear; say rather with

Grant"
"If that be so, then it may
the key to all the mystery.

prove
What
made their Intimacy so difficult to understand was that I knew the captain s dislike Of Eric had in no way diminished. He spoke of him as sav-

agely as ever."
"Perhaps he played a part his ultimate purpose revenge."
"It might be that yes, it might be
that, and and the consummation of
that revenge may account for all which
has occurred. But I must go on with
what I had to tell."
1 bad
forgotten the passage of time,
the men riding steadily In advance,
constantly increasing their distance,
even the possible Importance of the
dispatch within my Jacket pocket Tha
it distress of the girl riding be
ne, whose tale, I felt sure, would
tviij Justify her strange masquerade
In tnale garments, her risk of life and
exr'sure to disgrace in midst of
fighting armies, held me neglectful of
all else. I realized that, whatever the
cause, I bad unconsciously become a
part of its development and that I
was destined now to be even more
deeolT involved. Whatever tha mrs-1 1

A

rily. Inere will be plenty of fighting
yet In the Jerseys. Clinton's whipped
all right, and is going to have a time
In my
getting away to the ships.
Judgment there will be richer picking

for a Jerseyman right here at home,
than with the army in New York."
There was a moment's silence; then
the girl asked, a shade of horror la
her voice:
"Sorely, you cannot mean to ally
yourself with guerilla. Captain Grant?
With with Paglar
The man laughed, but mirthlessly.
"That would be horrible, wouldn't
ItT Well, personally I fail to see why
Pagin la any more of a scoundrel than
some of these other fellows In gilt
However, I've not come to
epaulets.
that point yet The fact Is I have a
private affair to attend to before I
Can you
leave this neighborhood.
guess what It is?"
"I? Certainly not"
"Well, you will know shortly the
ambulance to coming."
I rode my horse slowly
forward,
keeping at the edge of the toad, until
assured a sufficient distance separated
us. Then I gave the restive animal
a sharp touch of the spur, sending him
swiftly forward. My escort would have
a mile or two the start yet that was
nothing.
My thoughts were not with
them, or with my military duty, but
reverted to the little company around
The bearing of
the wounded man.
the dispatch to Arnold was mere routine, Involving only steady riding, but
the relations existing between Claire,
Grant and Eric Mortimer were full
of mystery.
There were connecting
links I could not understand ; no doubt
had the girl been permitted to conclude her story I might fit It together, but as it was I was left groping in
Yet my mind tenathe darkness.
ciously held to its original theory as
to Eric's strange disappearance he
had been betrayed by Grant, and was
being held prisoner. But where? By
whom? And for what purpose?
I pondered on this problem as my
horse ploughed forward through the
dust my eyes unconsciously scanning
the dark road. Grant could not have
known that Colonel Mortimer waa be
ing taken home. His meeting with the
ambulance party was altogether an accident Yet I had no faith the man
was out seeking British stragglers, for
had he been dispatched on such a mission he would have had at least a
squad of soldiers with him. Then what?
The probability was that he was either riding to Elmhurst, or to some rendezvous with Fagin. Some plan had
been Interrupted by Clinton's sudden
march, by the British defeat at Monmouth, and Grant was risking his
commission, braving the charge of desertion, for some private purpose.
This might be love of Claire, revenge
upon Eric, or possibly both combined.
The latter would seem most probable.
He would use Eric In some way to
threaten the sister, to compel her to
sacrifice herself. She was of a nature
to do this, as was already abundantly
proved by her assumption of male

attire tt sayp .Eric'a.rejjuttlmu. My
own responsibility loomed large as I
reached this conclusion, and remembered her appeal for help. She, also,

must suspect the truth, and had turned
to me as the only one capable of unraveling the mystery. She trusted me,
loved me, I now believed and, under
God, I would prove worthy of her faith.
With teeth clinched In sudden determination I caught up with my little
squad of plodding horsemen, and, with
word of command, hurried them into
a sharp trot
Riding ahead, boot to boot with
Conroy, I thought out a plan for action, and finally, in the gray of the
morning, told him enough of the story
to arouse his interest. Just before
sunrise we passed Elmhurst, the great
white mansion appearing silent and
deserted. There was no baiting, although we turned in the saddle to
look, and my eyes swept over the
troopers trotting behind us. They were
a sturdy lot, their faces bronzed from
exposure, their uniforms stained and
dust-covere-

"Regulars?" I asked, nodding back
across my shoulder.
"Not a man but has seen two years'
service," he replied proudly. "Hamilton knows the troop, and he picked
us out."
"I may need them for a bit of desperate work."
"They'll do it sir, never fear."
"Good, sergeant; we'll ride hard,
and trust to getting fresh horses in
Philadelphia. Ill tell Arnold the story.
When we arrive there have your men
get all the sleep they can. I'll attend
to rations iind ammunition. You are
simply to have the men rested and
ready. Cannot we make better time?
The horses seem In good condition."
We passed swiftly over the level
country, meeting a few stragglers, but
paying them small attention. By two
o'clock we were on the banks of the
r
Delaware, and a
later, I
swung down stiffly from the saddle in
front of Arnold's headquarters on
High street.
He was an officer I never greatly
liked, with his snapping eyes and arrogant manner, but he was courteous
enough on this occasion, questioning
me after reading the dispatch, and offering me a glass of wine.
"You look tired, major, and must
rest before you start back. I shall
have my report ready by sundown."
"General Arnold," I said, standing
respectfully hat in band, "I have a favor to ask that you will send your
report by some other messenger, and
give me a detail for special servloe."
He looked up in surprise.
"Special service, sir! But you are
not assigned to my command."
"That is true, general," I Insisted,
"but the conditions warrant the unusual application."
"What service to contemplated?'
"An attempt to kill or capture Red
half-hou-

"Special Service, Sir! But You Are
Not Assigned to My Command 1"
pected to find you togged out in this
style. By Jove, I wish It was day-

light"

Whatever she replied must have
sobered the fellow.
"Everything I say you take wrongly.
Of course it's all right, for the country is full of stragglers out of both
armies. Lord, I don't care what you
wear, as long as it suits you. My
business? Oh, I explained all that to
servant Saint Anne!
your putty-facethat fellow! But I'll review the matter again. I'm drumming up Clinton's
deserters, but now I've met you I'm
tempted to go along with you as far as
d

Elmhurst"

"Become a deserter yourself?"
"Oh, no, or at least only tempora
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Pagin, and release a scout whom I
believe be holds prisoner."
"You hop to accomplish all this
alone V
"With the assistance of the sergeant
and ten dragoons who came here with
ma They are in camp now on the
Jersey shore."
He walked across the room, stared
Oat of the window, and then again
faced me.
"By Oad. sir, this Is a most extraordinary request Damme, I'd like to
get hold of Pagin all right, but I need
'to know more of your plan, and the
reason yon have for asking such a
detail.
It looks foolhardy to my
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the man's face. He sat at the table
now, leaning forward eagerly. Arnold had the reputation of a gallant
and my first reference to a young lady
aroused him.
"The name, please you mentioned
no name."
"Claire Mortimer, sir."
"Ah!
Ah!
I remember her well.
Danced with her myself. Now go on,
sir; I can appreciate the tale better
for my recollection of the fair heroine."
I waa not long at it although ho
Interrupted me occasionally by shrewd
questioning. As I concluded he kept
silent a moment, looking at me from
under his heavy brows.
"It looks like rather a bUnd trail
to me, major," he said kindly, "but
in such an affair.
I'm no spoil-spoYou might have the luck to stumble
onto your party, and I'd take the
chance myself if I were In your shoes.
You wish to start at sunset?"
"Yes, sir."
"You need horses, rations and pistol
ammunition for twelve men?"
"Yes, sir."
"Very well, major, the quartermaster will attend these details. Go and
lie down. Washington may not approve, but I'll take the responsibility."
He extended bis hand across the
table, and I felt the Arm clasp of his
hand.
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CHAPTER

XXIX.

I Run Across Erie.
I slept three hours, the dead sleep

of sheer exhaustion, but felt refreshed
and strong when roughly aroused. Before sunset I was across the river,
where I found my little squad of dragoons prepared for their night's adventure. Arnold had kept his word,
the fresh horses being fine animals,

the ammunition in excess of our
needs. Conroy was enthusiastic, and
somewhat loquacious, but I cut his
conversation off rather sharply, and
ordered the men into their saddles.
With brain clarified by sleep I realized the importance of 'the work before us, and how Imperfect my plans
were. I could merely ride forth to
Elmhurst, hoping to pick up some
clew to aid me. As we rode rapidly
along the deserted road leading to
Farrell's I reviewed over and over
again every remembered detail, only
to conclude that I must get hands on
Grant, and by threats, or any other
available means, compel him to confess his part In the villainy. Dusk
settled about us, succeeded by night,
as we pressed steadily forward, the
men riding silently, the only sound
the thud of hoofs, and the slight Jingle
of accoutrements. As we passed the
black walls of Farrel's shop, I recalled the papers foupd in Grant's
coat, and the reference in Fagin's note
to a rendezvous at Lone Tree. Probably that was the spot where the two
had been accustomed to meeting. If
true in the past, why not now as well?
Suddenly It occurred to me that, it
was at a place called Lone Tree that
the minute men had gathered for their
attack on Delavan's wagon train.
Could this, by any possibility, be the
same spot? I drew my horse back
beside Conroy.
"Ever heard of a place called Lone
Tree?" I asked quietly.
He rubbed his head 'thoughtfully.
"Not just about here, sir.
We
camped over east of there once, maybe a year ago, down in a hollow where
there was one big tree standin' all
alone, kind of an
tree, sir,
and seoms to me, the guide said the
place was called something like that.
Say, Tom," to the nearest dragoon,
"do you remember that Lone Tree
where we camped when we were out
hunting' Tarleton?"
"Sure; In east Medford. There was
a farmhouse across on the side of a
hill. I got some buttermilk there."
"Wasn't that what the guide called
the place Lone Tree?"
"Derned if I know, sergeant Don't
recollect hearin' the guide say any-thi'bout that, but the woman at the
house told me her place was called
Lone Tree cottage so I reckon he
n'

might."

This was a chance worth trying.

"We will take the first turn to the
left, and have a look at the place," I
said. "Conroy, you and Tom, ride
ahead, and keep your eyes open."
We reached the hollow where the
big tree stood, abput midnight but
found little reward.
The house on
the hill had been burned to the
ground. Near the tree, however, we
discovered evidence of recent camp
fires, one not yet cold, and apparently
there had been quite a body of men
camped there lately.
Conroy manufactured a torch, and scouted about
finally reporting:
"I don't know how many were here,
sir, altogether, but there was a lot o'
horses picketed over near the creek.
I
reckon the tost of them didn't leave
until dark tonight, an' they rode north
toward the main road. There was
ik3.a doen in that pjt,T."
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BOUT

Phone Main

81

617 Douglas

IS DELIGHTED
HE
WHEN
JOHNSON
LEARNS
WILL
TRAIN TO 210

Upon reading yesterday a dispatch
from Chicago whL-- statel that Jack
Johnson, in an interview, had remarked that he intended to tram down to
215 for his bout with Timmle Flynn
the latter asserted that he would 'get
the goat" of the blatk ihainpkm. The
lowest weight Johnson has ever made
is 221, for his battle with Jeffries
two years ago. He cannot safely go
below thait figure, assert the men in
the Flynn camp. And if he does woe
to Mr. Johnson. The Flynn bunch
think it will be a sorry Independence
Day for Little Arthur, anyway but if
he tries to go below his regular fighting weight look out!
The Honorable Flynn, accompanied
by the Honorable Curley, yesterday
purchased all the equipment' for his
ranchp at the entrance to the Hot
Springs canyon. This was moved out
there today and tonight Flynn expects
to tuck himself to bed under the roof
tree provided for him In the shadow
of the Montezuma.
He was out early this morning filling his cadaverous lungs with pure
mountain air. He sprints along the
road like a volunteer firemen trying
to catch the "masheen" before she
leaves the station house.
Those
whom he has passed on his, morning
runs say he displaces so much air
thai he leaves the spectators who
have crowded too close, bobbing up
and down like small craft in the
wake of a big steamer. His walking
stick, is left at home on these occasions and the 'big Puebloan depends
entirely upon his stocky limbs for
support and locomotion.
Last night Flynn was enthusiastic
about his chances with Johnson. He
declared he weighed 208 pounds strip
ped. He has worked off two pounds
since reaching here and expects to
watch the scales go down dally for h
couple of weeks, while he Is getting
in shape for the big match.
Jack Curley says he daily is receiving hundreds of letters from persons
who Intend to be present at the big
exhibition on July 4. Among the notable newspaper men who will be at
the ringside is William Randolph
Hearst. Curley says ho is more pleas
ed every day with the chances of his
protege and says Flynn stock is going
up all over the country.

WE

ASK

YOU

REMEMBER US IN THIS PURCHASE.

WE ARE

AHPIITC HID
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Ederheimer Stein &
EXTRA-GOOSuits
D

FOR BOYS A.ND CHILDREN

THIS INSURES YOU
Style, Quality and Workmanship

M. uREENBEHGER.

If you must iron, why not get some pleasure out
of it. Try one of our electric irons for thirty days
FREE. Once tried, you will never be without an

ES

lk

e:

V

HIC IRON.

Lots Vegas Light & Power Co.

The Famous Taylor Nursery Bed
J.

C. JOHNSEN & SON, Local Agents

BROOK
RANCH

Sunday May 12 Mother's Day

PERRY ONION & SON
&

FLORISTS

rhoac Vests

SEE! This fine Dinner
Set for 5 Coupons from
EMPRESS Flour
AND
$3.90
CASH

REGULAR RETAIL VALUE.

Pure Clean and Healthful.
From T. T. Turners Mountain Home.

121

TO

To trade new $65 Singer
for good fresh cow or good
horse. C. E. Turpin, 608
avenue.

BUTTER

SEEDSMEN

ML

Bed room, also house
keeping rooms, first floor, electric
lights. 500 Main; phone Main 416

REHEMBER TOflORRQW
EVERYBODY READS THE LAS VEGAS OPTIC

NEW

A

FOR RENT

STRIKE 8TILL CONTINUES
Chicago, May 11. Chicago after
noon newspapers issued full sized edi- tions and copies were sold under po
lice guard in practically every part of
the city today. A number of atresia
were made for attacks' on newsboys,
but no serious disturbances were reported. All the newspaper are report
ed to have full crews of pressmen and

Dont forget to send some flowers to
flother and wear one for her too.

ARE

AGAIN ALMOST DUE AND AT THAT
TIME YOUR BOY IS SURE TO NEED

HE

stereotypers.

507 SJxlb Slretl

EXERCISES

SUNNY

first, last and all the time. Send

HOlJ

COMMENCEMENT

FRESH

used to it and expects perfect

us your

..JIOTHER...

TO WIN THE

ing game today that the absence of WAN TIED
the vermiform appendix is not a semachine
rious handicap to a pugilist. When
driving
Wolgast meets Willie Ritchie in a
Douglas
four round bout this afternoon, it will
mark his first appearance iu ihe ring
since he was operatsd upon for appendicitis art Los Angeles several
months ago.
"I have tried myself out with my
sparring partners," said Wolgast yesterday," inviting them to hammer
away at the
'sore spot' but it
had no effect. I am as strong as
ever."
Ritchie, who acquitted himself creditably when he took Wolgast's place
against Freddie Welch, makes no

disappointed. We do good work

GO TO THE

EXPECTS

Albert Hyotlaine was arraigned beHello! Where are you going?
To the White Kitchen to get a good fore Judge D. R. Murray this morning
25c meal. Home cooking. Open day on the charge of vagrancy, and sen
tenced to 20 days' hard work on the
and night.
city chain gang. The city officials are
determined to keep the city free of
when
own
can
rent
you
Why pay
your own home for a small Invest- "vags" and all arrested will be dealt
ment with easy terms on deferred with severely. In most cases hobos
will be given one chance to leave town
payments? See F- - J. Wesner.
but if they are found on "the streets
woe
A marriage license was issued this after receiving marching orders,
unto them.
be
to
Gertrudis
Castillo,
aged
morning
18, of Santa Fe, and Manuel Sena,
George Crawford, colored, was ar
aged 21, of Las Vegas.
rested last night by Chief of Poli
Ben Coles on the charge of vagrancy,
Following the example of Jimnile and at a
hearing before Judge D. R.
G.
William
has
Haydon
gone
Flynn
this
morning, was sentenced
Murray
into (training.
Every morning he
60 days in the county jail. When
to
to
a
somerun
takes a walk and
point
into custody Crawford had in
where between Las Vegas and Mora taken
a pass key, a pair of
his
possession
and returns home ready to make a
and a large knife. Whether he
plyers
edibles
the
upon
vigorous onslaught
has made use of these is not known,
prepared for breakfast. Yesterday
the city officials decided to put
Mr. Haydon met Flynn on the road but
him out of temptation for a short
and gave him a wide berth.
Thia
time.
morning he is said to have stuck out
his cheat and brushed the white hope
At the meeting of the joint federal
aa he passed. The police announce
building site committee held yesterroad
mornwill
the
every
they
patrol
afternoon in ithe Commercial club,
to prevent day
ing from now until July
George
Fleming, secretary of the com- an encounter between the two. should
was instructed to find out
mtitee,
the rivalry become too intense.
what steps should be taken to secure
the expenditure of the $15,000, which
It is interesting to note that all ot has
already been appropriated for "the
the hotel registers have been well
government building location. The
filled during the past week and that
money is in the hands of the secre
every room in the Y. M. C. A. Is occu- tary of the treasury, and the commitpied, which denotes a picking up of tee deems it advisaible, if
possible, to
business. Secretary Marwick of the use the amount for the
St
purchase
Y. M. C. A. yesterday said that every
part of the land for the proposed site.
day he has applications for rooms Options on land, amounting to $35,000,
and yesterday was..obliged to tux for tio sit ar in the hands of the
down four applicants, being unable t committee on appropriations. These
furnish them with accommodation options expire on September 1.
It is expected that from now on hoj
tels of this city will be filled and
MONEY TALKS NOW.
that it will be necessary to open iu
Two frame houses on two lots close
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.
additional places to accommodate the in. You can rent one house and live
crowds.
People are coming from all in the other free. Price now $1,600. FOR RENT Furnished front room,
parts of the country to see Flynn and You don't need all cash.
close in, electric lights and bath.
Johnson in their training camps and! Investment and Agency Corporation,
of Mrs. Brown, Normal
Inquire
to attend the big mill.
Main 40.

Who

Time Deposits

FLYNN

oflice

$35,000

Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Accommodation Within the Scope of Good Banking.

Interest Paid on

Optic

Happy Man

OF LAS VEGAS, N. M.

$100,000

Now that the baseball season is
out to begin daily rains, such as
tiat of. this afternoon,
confldently

1912.

may be expected.

jl

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

Capital,

It,

For Sale Residence at 1016 Fifth
After an enjoyable tramp in the
street. Must he sold In the next 30 mountains the. Las Vegas troop of the
home this
returned
days, also piano. Dr. E. L. Hammond. Boy Scouts
by
The
accompanied
boys,
morning.
Several good mountain ranches for H. D. Young, assistant secretary of
sale cheap for cash or on easy pay the Y. M. C. A.., left town yesterday
ments. F. J. Weaner, 612 Lincoln afternoon and camped over night at
Williams' ranch west of here.
avenue.

DIAMOND "M"

OLD HOMESTEAD,

a

MAY

AT

Boucher's
"The Store of Satisfaction"

$13.00

and oar
We purchased several carload! of this beantlfol dinner-warmanufacturer to give as aa exclusive design
large purchase enabled the
of the cost to "advertising
end a very low price. We ere charging
part
end only ask you to pay a percentage of the actual cost of the
expense."
"Cosmos" design and cannot be duplicated la
set. It Is of a beautiful
114 in any retail china store. It Is guaranteed
by both
quality for leaa then
and ourselves.
the manufacturer
Ave
There Is e coupon in every sack of LARABEE'S Flour. Send us
we wul
coupons end (Ms In cash, draft, postal or express money order, and and
re- send you one of these beautiful sets by freight. Address coupons
China Department ot the Larabee Flour Mills Company,
Wlttence to The
Kansas. Be sure to write your name end address plainly.
The coupons In LABABBE'8 Flour are also good for Rogers' Silverware)
and other valuable premiums. Ask for descriptive circular.
GERMEMPRESS, you know, is that "Mighty-Good- "
AN-MI
LLEO Flour that makes Baking a Delight

FOR
SALE
BY

ALL GROCERS
Try a Sack You'll Like it.
i

